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TECHNOLOGY AND THE ENERGY CRISIS
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIP AND THE IMPACT
ABSTRACT
This paper presents an assessment of past and presen~ :echnolo~ical
innovations and research related to the present energy cr1S1S- the 1mpact
and the interrelationship. In particular~ it surveys the development of
tidal power plants with particular emphasis on the past.and present ~~atus
of the Passamaquoddy-Cobscook Bay Dam Project. It exam1nes the benef1ts
and environmental effects associated with tidal power develop~ent, an~
explores the causes and effects of the tides. It concludes w1th a br1ef
detail of the feasibility of other renewable sources of energy- and of the
impact of technological developments on marine and international aEfairs.
INTRODUCTION
In the United States today, the most prevalent and pervasive problem
confronting the American public- second only to inflation -is the energy
crisis, and even in their separate concerns, they are inexorably related
through the hiatus of technology. The inflationary spiral is related to
the snow-balling energy crunch, and the energy crunch is related to our
overwhelming reliance on the effectiveness of innovations of technology to
resolve problems of limiting energy resources. It is technology that uses
hugh quantities of energy to sustain its existence; yet, little has been
written on the intricate interrelationship of old and new technology to the
existing energy crisis.
Technology requires energy to sustain its existence, and as technologi-
cal innovations continue to increase the demands for energy- and as energy
consumption and depletion continue to increase the demands for new technolog
ical developments of energy resources- nobody seems to be asking the questio
where will it all end. Perhaps there is the need to pause and reflect on
how to stabilize that which we already have, how to live at the level to
1
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which our present technological innovations have brought us, rather than to
continue new technological developments thereby utilizing valuable energy
reserves for which there is no foreseeable replacement. We are in fact
fueling the energy shortage by our technological spin-offs. Developments
in technology _impact on every area of human affairs, of marine affairs, and
of international affairs. It seems time to halt this technological spinnin
wheel, and find a balancing wheel in the technological order, and especi-
ally in our use of energy resources; in this realm, we have violated a
basic principle of nature. A rule of nature as pertains to Energy System
Users, is stated as follows:
"Any system which uses energy always seek an equilibrium at a
condition of lowest possible energy." (Electrons fill the
energy band from the bottom first, then move to the top).
However, the United States is rapidly exhausting its conventional energy
sources which it produces, whIle its use of imported energy resources are
subject to the varying political and economic whims of the nation states
from which these resources are imported. If we agree that our conventional
energy resources of our Universe are finite- that is:
Natural Gas
Coal
Petroleum
Oil
Shale
Uranium
Synthetics
Then, we can agree that we have not balanced our use of these resources
with our use of the unconventional and renewable energy sources that make
possible the conventional forms of energy.
What we have done instead, is to create an annual and monumental renew
able technological waste:
8 million automobiles
100 million rubber tires
40 million tons of paper
48 million cans
26 million bottles
2
hThe result is a 400-billion pound municipal waste heap.
The renewable (unconventional) energy sources on which we have not
capitalized are:
Solar Power
Tidal Power
Thermal Power
Wind Power
21
It is estimated that the mean solar power input to the earth is 5.2 X 10
BTU/year = 1.73 x lOll Megawatts. The tidal energy dissipated by the earth
is estimated as 1.4 million megawatts; 1.1 million megawatts is accounted ~
for by oceanic tidal friction in bays and estuaries which could be captured
and converted to electric power. Additionally, there is a tremendous amoun
of power available in the difference in temperature between surface and
deeper waters of the oceans- so-called Thermal Energy- which can be used to
generate electric power. Wind Power is as old as the earth, its use has
pre-dated the other forms of renewable energy, and its availability has not
lessened with time.
The following table shows the technological goals for the future as
defined by the energy budg t of 2.5 billion dollars established by the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) Budge~:
Fossil Energy Program
Direct coal utilization in utilities
Magnetohydrodynamics
Enhanced oil and gas discovery
Coal gasification
Coal liquefication
Solar Energy
Biomass conversion
Electric application
Heating/cooling- houses/buildings
3
nudget
$ 33 million
30 million
28 million
95 mHlion
97 million
83 million
Geothermal
Nuclear Energy/Fusion
Fusion
Fission
Conservation
Building & consumer products
Electric conversion efficiency
Electric power transmission & distribution
Industrial energy efficiency
Transportation efficiency
26 million
1. 665 billion
197 million
Balance
26 million
It has been stated by R. W. Schmitt and C. W. Stewart in Energy Policy,
that:
"It is time for t he United States to move from development
discussion of many energy opt ions to the more difficult task
of selecting a few for commercialization. Future energy growth
will be slow, incentives are suggested to accelerate introduc-
tion of new energy technology under teese condi t t on a;."
It has been stated also that the development of renewable energy sources is
not profitable. that it is not economical for private industry to engage i n
commercializing solar power, tidal power, and water p@wer. However, it must
be kept in mind that the profitability of a given energy form is not governe
solely by the average unit cost of competitive sources, rather it i s a £unc-
tion also of the structure of the prices of the energy form with respect to
the time of generation and consumption.
Thirty-five (35) years ago. fuel consumption accounted for such a large
proportion of the output costs of thermal power s tat ions that the potential
cost saving was an important factor in the profitability of a tidal power
project, and general attention was focussed on this saving. Today, and f or
the future, we look at the price structure of nuclear energy and determine
that the price saving becomes a more s ignificant element in the economic
4
-return of a tidal power scheme.
If the present rate of inflation continues, the United States will not
be able to afford even nature's free (renewable) sources of energy, though
other forms may already be depleted. The United States is presently funding
a study of the feasibility of establishing a tidal power plant in the vicinit
of the Bay of Fundy- the Passamaquoddy and Gobscook Bay -in the Maine Region.
The idea is not new, however the time could not be more critical to the
promise for such a development. The French are operating a tidal power
plant on the La Rance River, St. Malo, France; and in the Kislaya Bay, on th(
~ola Peninsula- a plant is operated by the U.S.S.R.
Basically, this is a review of the historical and update decisions on
the harnessing of tidal energy.
HARNESSING THE TIDES - A RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE
Renewable energy sources account for anly about 5% of the energy con-
sumed in the United States. and the bulk of this is in the form of hydro-
electric power; other renewable energy sources have received little commer-
. cialization.
For the millenia of man's existence. he has recognizee the sun as the
primary source of energy to his natural surroundings, and has studied ways
to concentrate that energy in a form suitable for wa£ming his dwellings and
for cooking his food. It was years before he realized that the waters
surrounding his land was a natural repository of greater quantities of this
stored energy, and could be utilized to generate power for his needs. This
knowledge was intensified with an understanding of the nature of the rise an
fall of the waters close to the shores and known as the tITides". Of course,
attempts were made to harness this energy long before Newton's llprincipia"
5
advanced the theory of the Earth-Moon and Sun's Gravitational System as bein~
the combined force to "pull" the waters from the earth and generate the Tide .
The power evidenced in the rise and fall of the waters has been put to
use since the dawn of early history. The Greeks attemptEd use of the tides
in the Euripes, a rather narrow channel between Boeotia and the Isle of
Euboea, neur Thebae. Marathon and Plateea. Water mills were used to take
advantage of the tidal currents. and other t.dal mills were used to provide
energy in Cephalonia near Agostoli (Ionian Sea). In Europe, tide mills have
existed for centuries- Domesday Boo~ mentions one in Dover Harbor (1066).
Those of Bromley-by-Bow in the London region (built around 1135) are among
the oldest in the British Isles; and one on the Deben estuary- built around
1170- was in use during World War II. Even London Bridge (in 1580) had a
tidal mill used for pumping water. These mills pre-dated by far the 17th
Century Newtonian Physics which supporttd the concept of a Theoretical Tide
and an Equilibrium Tide; and which provided a predictive basis for determin-
ing times and heights of the water above the level of the Sea in Ports
around the world.
According to R. H. Char lier, the Dut ch built Udal mills in Zuid-Ho Han
and Zeeland as early as 1200, and built such mills in New York in the 17th
century where they settled as colonists; one of these .on Spring Creek was
working in 1899. The earliest tide mill in the United States is purporttd
to have been built in Salem? Massachusetts, though it is claimed thal one
was in existence in 1617. Prior to 1800, at least two mills operated in
Passamaquoddy Bay.
From the above, it is to be noted taat the stored energy of the sea has
long been recognized as a possible I1driving wheel" for man's energy needs;
however, as non-renewable energy sources became available snd required no
6
~ophisticated mechanisms for transformation into heat, harnessing the energy
pf the tides was looked upon as being non-feasible- economically- requiring
too great an initial cost outlay in systems designed to take advantage of its
use in relation to the immediate benefits to be derived. Little thought
seemed to have been given to the fact that once the cost of the investment
~ad been realized, the energy source was perpetual and free, only the equip-
~ent needed renewal.
Many areas exist in the world where advantage may be taken of the tides
(Figure 1); however, of these places, there are few where the rise and fall
pi the waters reach such spectacular heights as they ~o in the Bay of Fundy,
pfE the coast of Maine, United States of America, and Nova Scotia. This is
the area of the Passamaquoddy near tee mouth of the Bay of Fundy- Cobscook
~ay and the St. John's River are ideal areas of sufficient heights for build-
~ng tidal power plants to generate energy; the sight of high _tides in this
area gave impetus to these interested in harnessing the tides.
PROPOSED TIDAL POWER PLANT- PASSAMAQUODDY-COBSCOOK BAYS, BAY OF FUNDY
Tidal power is one of the alternative sources of energy which Congress
has ordered to be investigated. It is reasoned that the choice of where and
~ow to develop new energy sources for the 1980's and beyond must reflect
~ational and regional priorities. Presently, a study is on-going by the
~nited States to determine the feasibility of utilizing tidal action in the
Cobscook Bay Region of !,'iaine as a source of electrical energy. In the same
general area, a draft Environmental Impact Statement has been completed (197 D
on the feasibility of building a hydroelectric plant on the St. John's River
Iknown as the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Hydroelectric Project. Both of the~~
tprojects were proposed as a part of a tidal project known as the"Internationc
7
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FICURE 1, MAJOR TIDAL POWER PLANT SITES
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Passamaquoddy Tidal Power Dam Project and Upper St. John's River Hydroelectri
Power Development Project. II This latter project was deemed as not feasible
For United States development alone; thus, it was pursued with the support of
he Canadian Government. However, on May 10, 1978, the Canadian Government-
hrough correspondence received from its Embassy here in Washington, D. C.,
Formally withdrew support from the project.
ORIGINAL PROJE~T -_p~~.SA}!.A.Q.UODD'~ ~ii..!.
Passamaquoddy Bay, a part of the Bay of Fundy, lies at the northern-most
imit of the Atlantic Coast of the United States. The International U.S./
~anadian Boundary transects Passamaquoddy Bay. Cobscook Bay is located in tn
~asternmost portion of the Atlantic seabord of the Unites States on the coast
pf Maine's Washington County; it abuts the U. S. Canadian boundary in the
Dassamaquoddy Bay region of New Brunswick Province (Figure 2).
The world's highest tides occur in this area as a result of a combinatio
pf the astronomical forces generating the tides; the narrowing gulf; and the
progressively shallower bottom- these form natural funnels into which the
ides swell to amazing levels. The flood tides of spring and fall may rise
a t the head of the Bay of Fundy to 70 f ee t; 40-foot tides are not uncommon at
~astport, Maine, where year-round the tide is 28 feet. Seventy billion cubic
neters of water enters and leaves the basin during each tidal cycle. There
are two high and two low tides each day, typical of a semidiurna1 or mixed-
ype tide.
Plans were set forth as early as 1919 for harnessing this energy, and
~ork on this project was started in 1935, and subsequently halted. In 1941,
he Federal Power Commission in a report prepared pursuant to Senate Resolu-
ion 62, 76th Congress, 1st Session, concluded that the Passamaquoddy Tidal
9
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~ower Project (development of the U. S. waters alone), could not compete
successfully at that time with river hydroelectric potential available in the
Sate of Maine, or with the power from modern efficient steam-electric plants.
~owever) the Commission concluded that there was feasibility to establishing
a large international tidal power project at Passamaquoddy by the Governments
of the United States and Canada. By formal reference dated November 9, 1948,
't requested an International Joint Commission to review plans and to deter-
~ine its priority. In October 1950, the International Passamaquoddy Engineer
'ng Board (~ppointed by the Commission) concluded that the survey cost would
be $3 million (including 300,000 for fisheries investigation). Studies of
his project continued through 1961- finally resulting in a proposed tidal
power plant for the area. The final project arrangements selected for desigr
~ncluded 101 square miles of Passamaquoddy Bay as a high pool, and 41 square
~iles of Cobscook Bay as a low pool (Figure 3), with a powerhouse on Carryin~
place Cove. The selected plant would provide an installed generating capac-
tty of 300,000 kwh, with an average annual generation of about 1,843 million
kwh. The characteristics are shown below:
CHARACTERISTICS
High Pool Passamaquoddy Bay 100 sq. mi.
Low Pool - Cobscook Bay & Friar
Roads, New Brunswick •••••• 37.2 sq. mi.
Max. observed tidal range .....•..•..•.. 25.7 feet
Min. observed tidal range 11.3 feet
Avg. tidal range ••....•••.•...••.•...•... 18.1 feet
Max. tidal velocities ••........•...•.•... 10 feet per second
Max. Depth at construction ' ....•.....•.. 300 feet
~eventy billion cubic meters of water enters and leaves the basin during eacl
tidal cycle.
POWERHOUSE
Two separate 50-unit plants (one recommended at present)- No. 1
11
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at Carringp1ace Cove, Maine, and No. 2 at Bar Harbor, Maine.
Each with fifty 300-inch diamettr adjustable blades, adjust-
able gate propeller-type, inclined-axis turbines; speed 45 rpm,
connected through a speed increaser tD 10,000 KW, I3,800-volt,
3-phase, 60-cyc1e generators turning at 450 rpm.
DAMS
I
Earth and rockfill
Total leng th .••.....•.•..•.•••.••...
Max. height ....•.••..•... " .....•...
Crest elevation •...•................
FILLING AND EMPTYING GATES
35.700 feet
315 feet
25 feet mean sea leve
Ninety 3D' x 30' vertic1e lift, submerged venturi filling gates.
Seventy 3D' x 3D' verticle lift, submerged ventury emptying gate
NAVIGATION LOCKS
Head Harbl1lr Passage .......................... 415 x 60 x 21
Western Passage ............................ 415 x 60 x 21
Little Letite .. 'ill ......................................... 95 x 25 x 12
Quoddy Roads ............................................. oil 9S x 25 x 12
The United States is now looking at an all-American plan for £obscook Bay,
Maine, because of the fact that the Canadian Government's indication that
they would pursue separate tidal power studies, and would provide an observe
to the U.S. efforts in this regard. The Canadians deemed that higher tidal
ranges could be achieved in the Upper Bay of Fundy, that the project would
not be economically feasible for them unless the interest rate was 1/2 of th
proposed 7% rate.
Funding to the Cobscook Bay, Maine study has been continuous since 1976
77. The President's budg~t request to Congress for FY 1980 had $860,000 for
a tidal power project alone- about $1,100.000 has been allocated out of a
total of $916,000,000 pre-authorized general investigation allocation.
Additionally, the President~ FY 1980 budget request had $710,000 for the
Dickey-Lincoln School Hydroelectric Project which was authorized by the 1965
Flood Control Act, Public Law 89-298, dated October 1965. It was considered
13
feasible because the benefit-to-cost (BCR) ratio was 1.9 to 1 at J 1/4%
interest. (Figure t).
Funding was provided to this project since 1967; out of a $745,000,000
pre-authorization general investigation appropri~tiQn-_$8,944JOOO was a110-
cated in 1978, and $1,756.000 in 1979 for pre-construction planning (data
received from the Corps of Engineers, Hay 1979 Wa h" t DC)
, s lngon, . "
The Department of Energy (DOE), Energy Research and Development Adminis
tration (ERDA), indicated that tidal power development was not economically
feasible in the Passamaquoddy Bay region where evaluation was on conventiona
Imethods of analysis for water resource projects; the Cobscook Bay, Haine
project is continuing under study because evaluation on a life-cycle basis
indicated that the project may be feasible. Proposed also was an oil refin-
ery and marine terminal for Eastport, Maine.
ORIGIN OF PASSAMAQUODDY BAY TIDAL .PROJECT
A scheme to harness the energy of the tides was proposed by Dexter P.
Cooper in 1919, the principal question was one of cost. In 1921, Franklin
D. Roosevelt is said to have discussed the possibility of harnessing tidal
power in the Passamaquoddy Bay region \olith the General Electric Company whicl
jmade a rough survey of the area and concluded that the project was "of
interest and xweLl, worth studying, but that demand for power at that time did
jus tify anything fur ther" •
In April 1925, the State Legislature of Maine pas sed v-nnd app rovad in
September 1925, an Act incorporating Dexter P. Cooper, Inc. "for the purpose
of developing and utilizing the power of the tides in the Bay of Fundy". In
1926. this company received a charter from the Canadian Parliament; however,
no construction was done in the J-year period provided by the Canadian Gover ~
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and around Allagash, a modest iittle
town of trailers and white clapboard il
homes strung randomly along a two-W
lane highway and logging rigs parked
on untended lawns. ::=:::::::====~==~
' But Allagash is a place. of clanni~h;:~;;:::;:=-====:::;;"
, ethnic pride, 'Since its settlement in-
'. ;.~~ . :',DICKEY, From Al
• l' oe-. ' •
'@i<;~..Mmmittee wi1~ decide whether
·~b ·,~ prove S710;OOO ito plan the pro-
j~~~.i '<: House is ~posed_ The Sen-
ate, iIi one of the closest water proj ect
votes.ever, voted 51 ItO46 last week to
, fu nd it:·
""\ .. ...~
~vironmentalists>. .who defeated
Tebnessee's Telli co "lIiiiie lut week.
~th ';adininistration . support, are":fO:
~usirig on Diekey-Llnaoln as the water\
proj ect;;~ battle of t~e year. But the
~arte ' administ r alion, which had
Dickey on its 1977 "Wt Iist," now is re-
,"omme"nding fundini '
, Th ;1
,..-_"i-ilti"", e __5 .3 '7 _
By Margot '?orbblower ,
, W9shinaton Post Stal: Wrl~er
ALLAGASH, Maine-;...Deep in the
north country woods where the state
. highway finally turns W dirt, the.town
·of Allagash, lacking perhaps a future,
is searching for its past.
The past, for this isolated timbering
village, is enshrined in a newly built
log cabin, headquarters of the Alla-
gash Historical Society. It is half full
of rusty handsaws, rosary beads, cop-
per-hinges, old pipes, sheep shears, a
family Bible-remnants of ,3 century's
simple life.
M01:e than ever lately, people here
are tr acing genealogies, writing histo-
ries and collecting iamil)' photographs
before they are scattered or lost.
They are pursuing the past because
tbe future of Allagash, as envisioned
by Hie U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
lies , under . water. The . proposed
Dlckey-Lincoln dam, 27 stories tall
and nearly two miles wide, would
flood the Village to generate electric-
ity for New England.
This week, a, House-Senate confe?' .
• See DICKEY, A12, Col. 1
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~emt, and the company's Canadian rights expired automatically. The Canadian
~overnment believed that construction of dams would have an adverse effect on
the fisheries of the region, consequent1y- they would not renew the Charter.
Dexter Cooper's plan called for a two-pool concept, and a series of
llams and gates to impound t~e incoming tide in Passamaquoddy Bay and form wha
~e called a "high pool". When convenient, millions of tons of water would
o-ush through raceways into a "lower pool" in adjacent Cobscook Bay. The
cascading streams of water would tUTn turbines and gtnerate electricity. thE
Tlow would cause the lower pool to fill up, but at Ebb Tide, the gates would
be opened to allow the excess to flow back to the ocean (Figure $).
The possibilities of this scheme were viewed by General Electric in 192
and it was foreseen that 1,594 million kwh could be generated at a cost of
approximately $125 million. However, it was considered too hig for private
industry as it involved more than 7 miles of ocean dams (150 square miles of
~asin area). In 1933, at the direction of the President, the U. S. Corps of
Engineers studied the project and found it feasible. The project was
suggested as a joint United States-Canadian venture; thus, when the depress-
ion hit in the 1930's, President Roosevelt considered teat this project woule
provide a source of cheap power; would revitalize a badly depressed area; an{
would give jobs to thousands of unemployed. In 1)35, Congress allocated
$10 million to this project, it was placed under the jurisdiction of NRA and
the Army CorRs of Engineers. The project was hastily conceived, and poorly
managed; Congres refused to allot more money to its completion.
It is stated that if Cobscook Bay Tidal Project had been built in 1936,
the estimated annual cost over its 100-year life would have been $4milllon.
The cost of ener gp from a plant estimated to produce 308,000,000 kwh annuall
would have been 7.8 mills/kwh- a cost of Ie/kwh.
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Two dams were actually built before the project was stopped in 19J7 due
to lack of funds. Cobscook Bay was the high pool where water discharged
through the Rowarhouse into Western Passage. The plan provided for 5 to 10-
JOO-horsepower vertical turbine generators for a total of 62,000 kw of tidal
power, and 30,000 kw by a diesel auxiliary plant. The to~al estimated
annual energy output was 262 million kwh; the plans called for future
additions of 5 to 12- 500 kw units. The final estimated cost was .38 millio ,
and included a powerhouse (5 to 12- 500 kw units, one-way flow); filling
gates (l2-each on Treat Island), Navigation Locks (56' x 360" on Treat Islan
and 5 dams.
The project surfaced again during the Truman Administration; from 1948
to 1961, the engineering and economic feasibility of the tidal project in
Passamaquoddy Bay had been studied and reviewed by the International Enginee -
ing Board. In October 1950, the Commission concluded that it was feasible
to build a large international tidal power project at Passamaquoddy Bay by
the governments of the United States and Canada. The 1959 and 1961 plans
included 30- 10,000 Kw vertical-type units for a total of 300 mw. The
average energy was 1,843 million kwh at a cost of $532,000,000 with interest
The plans contained provisions for auxiliary hydropower at Rankin Rapids,
Naine, and a pumped Plant at Digdequash, New Brunswick .. (Figure 6).
Four project combinations were selected by the Engineering Board for
evaluation as shown ~A Table 1. Based on that information, the final
significant conclusions were the following:
1. TIle most favorable project combination is the tidal power project
operated in conjunction with a riyer hydroelectric auxiliary built at
the Rankin Rapids site on the upper Saint John River in Maine. The
combined cost of the tidal project and the Rankin Rapids auxiliary is
$630 million. With interest during construction, the investment would
18
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1 TABLE 1..
FOUR PROJECT COMBINATIONS FOR PASSAMAqUODDY TIDAL
PROJECT
Proj ec t
Combination
Installed
Capacity
(1000 KW )
Dependable
Capacity
(1000 KW)
Capital
Capital Investment
Average Inveflt- (Including
Annual ment Transmissio
Generatio~ (At Site) 1'0 Marke~
(Bill ion KHH) (Millions of Dollars,
(1) TirIa1 Proj ect 300 95 1.843 532.1 546.8
Alone
(2) Tidal Project
and All of
Rankin Rapids 700 555 3.063 687.7 732.1
(3) '£'i.da1 Project
and Incremental
Capacity only 526 355 1.843 565.7 60U.0
at Rankin rZap ids
(4) Tidal Project
and Digdequash
Pumped-Storage 560 32i 1.759 568.9 586.4
Storage Project.
50-Year j.\mortizat-=i-=o.:,:n__ 75-Year Amortization
Tidal Project Alone
United States
Canada
Benefit
Cost Ratio
0.60
0.34
Cost per KW-Hr.
(Mills)
10.8
14.9
Benefit
Cost Ratio
0.70
0.37
Cost per KW-H •
(Mills)
9.3
1.3.7
Tidal Project and All
of Rankin Rapids
United States
Canada
1. 31
0.58
8.4
11.5
1.53
0.63
7.2
10.6
Tidal Project and
Incremental Capacity
only at Rankin Rapids
United States 0.93
Canada 0.42
Tidal Project and
Digdeguash Pumped-
Storage Auxiliary
United States 0.91
,..,~_ ~A n A ,,,
11.5
15.8
12.2
,,, "
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1.08
0.45
1.06
~ F
9.9
14.5
10.5
Ibe $687.7 million. The dependable capacity of this combination would
be 555,000 kilowatts, and average annual generation would be 3,063
million kilowatt-hours.
2. Construction of the tidal project at Rankin _Rapids combination
would increase low flows in the lower Saint John River by a con-
siderable amount, thus increasing substantially the usefulness of
the river for downstream generation of power. Downstream benefits
accruing to existing power plants were included in the economic
evaluation.
3. The total output from the tidal power project and Rankin Rapids
hydroelectric plant can be absorbed readily by the growing utility
markets of Maine and New Brunswick.
4. The Passamaquoddy tidal project and Rankin Rapids combination,
if built entirely by the United States at an interest rate of 2-1/2
percent, is economically justified.
However, because of the adverse environmental Impact of the Allagash RIver
(now a designated "Wilderness Waterway"), the proposed Rankin Rapids feature
was discarded jn favor of an alternative location on the Upper St. John Rive
at Dickey, Naine- just upstream of the point where the two rivers converge.
In 1964, new power values provided by the Federal Power Commission indicated
that development of Passamaquoddy by itself could not be justified economi-
cally; Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes still retained its favorable Benefit-to-
Cost Ratio (BCR); thus, it was reindorsed for immediate authorization.
In 1963, the International Joint Commission recommended- on review- tha
there be 1000 MW in two 500 ~~ powerhouses, the plants would be used basic-
ally for producing peaking power (1,213 mill kwh) and would have been
integrated with storage and hydroelectric power development in the upper
St. John River (Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes). The combined projects were
considered feasible based on an interest rate of 2 7/8% at a HeR of 1.27 to
1. The subsequent increase in cost and decrease in BCR is shown below:
2.1
Year Cost BCR Interest Annual Annual
(x '1 06) Rate Charges Benefits
*1965 $ 586 .86 to 1
1973 974 .70 to 1 5 1/2% $56.522.000 $41.229,025
1974 1.072 .75 to 1 5 7/8% 70,300.000 57.760,000
*This new BCR led to the reconnnendation that the construction of the DJckey-
Lincoln School Lakes Project be given immediate authorization (it was
authorized by Congress in the Flood Control Act of 1965); and that the
Passamaquoddy Project continue to be studied, re-examined, and re-designed
to take advantage of the latest technological advances with a possible
reduction in capital costs. The total ultimate installed capacity of the
combined Passamaquoddy and Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Projects was project
ed at 1750 megawatts, and a total construction cost of $1 billion.
In view of the rising costs, on 15 December 1975, Congres passed and
sent to President Ford an appropriations bill which included $150,000 to
begin a current feasibility study of the Passamaquoddy Tidal Pr.oject.
A Canadian report subsequently concluded that tidal power would not be
economically feasible for them unless the interest rates dropped to 1/2 of
the 7% prevailing at the time of study; they decided to pursue a tidal
study separate and apart from that of the United States.
The United States decided to continue study of a modified project of
the 41 square miles of Cobscook Bay, Maine; consequently, a series of
public meetings were held on this plan, and subsequent recommendations were
made.
COBSCOOK BAY, MAINE
Cobs cook Bay, Maine. with tides of 18 feet is considered to have the
greatest tidal range in the Continental United States; thus, it is
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considered as a prime site to test the feasibility of tidal power generatior
(5.65 meters- 18 feet is considered minimum for tidal plant operation).
New England's heavy dependence on imported petroleum makes it mandator
that alternative sources of energy be found and developed. Choices of what
energp sources to develop, and where to develop them must reflect both
national and regional priorities; thus. it is significant that tidal power
is one of the alternative sources of energy which Congress has ordered to
be investigated.
Cobscook Bay covers approximately 39 square miles of water surface (it
reduces to approximately 26 square miles at low neap tide). and 407 square
miles of adjacent land drains into the Bay. The depth of the Bay ranges
up to 140 feet- the maximum spring tide is about 25.7 feet, and the minimum
neap tide is 11.3 feet for an average range of 18.1 feet. The terrain
features four small rivers which drain into the Bay, as well as many inlets
and peninsulas which offer possibilities for numerous tidal power config-
urations. The Bay has active fisheries in lobster, clams, groundfish such
as shrimp and flounder; the most Important fishery is soft-shell clams.
The Bay was carved from glaciers after volcanic action left deposits
of rocks and clays. It is a special natural habitat for Atlantic salmon.
Fish processing is a local indue try though commerci.al fishing is not a
maj or occupation. Huch of the popu la tion re sides i.n small towns and vi11ag s
located primarily on the St. Croix River. Adjacent to Cobscook Bay resides
the Passamaquoddy Indian Tribe.
PLAN OF STUDY FOR COBSCOOK BAY, ~~INE
The study of Cobscook Bay, Maine will be funded entirely by the Federa
Government. and will be managed by the New England Division Engineer, U. S.
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Corps of Engineers.
The design of the project (one or two pools) will affect the availa-
bility of power a t gtven times; additionally, the type of power produced
will influence its marketing.
To accomplish an economic update of tidal power potential in Cobscook
Bay, numerous alternative layouts with installed capacity between 5- 450 MW
were investigated. It was deemed that the annual power output would be
16-790 million kwh/year. Area redevelopment, recreation. fisheries, and
mariculture were not investigated, nor were environmental concerns assessed
and evaluated. Ninety (90) tidal power alternatjves were considered for
Cobscook Bay, Maine, including the s ingle pool, multl-pool-linked basin
configuration with various impoundment areas and different sizes of generat-
ing plants. Various construction features were given attention also- such
as dams, naviga tional locks, powerhouses, emptying and fi lling gates,
switchyards, fishways, roads, service facilities and elettrical transmissior
lines to the nearest feasible point of connection to the New England power
grid.
The project ,cos t s were outlined as betieen $274 and $635 million,
depending on the ultimate size, and at a Federal Interest Rate of 6 5/8%.
The estimated annual electric generation concepts range from 292 x 10 6 kwh
to 615 x 106 kwh~ The BCR for the all-American plan for power benefit was
.31 to .45, with anticipated ancillary benefits of .55 to .77. The cost of
installed power on per kilowatt varies between 2,540, and 7,121 ' f or five (5
alternative sources.
Plans were prepared for th~ee single poo1- all-U.S. System by the New
Division of the Corps of Engineers, based on June 1976 price levels (int.
rate of 6 3/8%)- the project comprises 5- 12.5 MW units plus a 30 MW
24
auxiliary generating unit. The total investment cost is $281.7 million;
the total annual cost of operation~ maintenance, equipment~ replacement,
interest and amortization is $24.3 million.
For a larger project of 10- 12.5 MW units without auxiliary capacity,
the estimated investment was $371.8 million, with annual costs of $24.9
million; the 20- 12 '.'MW units cost $635 million to build, and $42 million
to operate annually.
DELIVERING THE POWER
It is stated teat in 1976, there were 150 entities having 250 power
plants and providing 4.7 million customers in New England (1/2 million in
Maine), with an annual revenue of $3 billion- three times what it was a
decade ago due to escalating fuel costs. Services are provided by investor-
owned utilities, mainly- the remainder is supplied by municipal systems,
cooperatives and other entities. The annual generation is 71.2 billion Kwh
with a combined total generating capacity of 21,000 MW.
Since it is deemed not economically feasible for any single utility to
provide demand by consumers, arrangements have been made to pool the region'
powre supply into an interconnected grid in which electricity can be dis-
patched by a central control point in the system. This arrangement adds
reliability and provides the most economic mix of power to meet any and all
demands.
It is reasoned that the building of a tidal generating facility will
bring a new~ pollution-free, and self-renewing source of energy to the New
England Power Pool.
2:3
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that: (1) bulb-types of turbines and generator
units be utilized in lieu of slant-type units utilized in the 1963 and 1977
reports. Use of the bulb units required a smaller civil-type structure to
house teem; (2) the depth of dams in Cobscook Bay are not as great as those
recommended in the previous international studies; (3) large size vessels
do not tr.averse Cobscook Bay as in the Western Passage, Head Harbor Passage.
and Passamaquoddy Bay. This alternative configuration included the smaller
navigational locks, and provides adequate :.care Ear local fishing and recre-
ational boats. Alternatives utilizing dams at Dudley Island includes larger
locks. those up to l250-foot lengths might be required if plans include the
proposed oil refinery.
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Since the alternative for linked or multi-pool tidal power configura-
tions is nuclear power, and since an installed capacity that i s approxima te
3-4 times the dependable capacity is required due to the nature of the tides
it appears that schemes designed for dependable capacity are too expensive,
and Tidal Power Projects should be designed to maximize energy (plant
factor) rather than dependable capacity.
Single pool alternatives with large impounded bay and relatively small
installed-capacity generating plants yield the greatest economic (energy)
advantage.
DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LN<ES PROJECT
The Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Hydroelectric Project owas recommended
for construction along with the Internati.onal Passamaquoddy Bay Project;
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however, it was subsequently recommended [or construction separately as a
multi-purpose installation on St. John River, because of the high Benefit-
to-Cost Ratio (BCR). It is a combination hydroelectr ic power and flood
control project, and is located in Aroostook County, Maine, near the Canadia
Border (Figure 7).
Two earth-fill dams located at Dickey are proposed- one of 10,200 feet
in length and with a maximum height o f 335 feet; the other located 11 miles
downstream at Lincoln School would be 2100 feet in length, and 90 feet above
the existing streambed. Toget~er, they would impound 7.7 million acre-feet
of water at a maximum pool elevation of 910 feet (Figure 8). The dam wi Ll,
backwater in the St. John's River onto Canad ian soil, downstream- the
Lincoln School dam will be providing regulatory flows from t he hydroelec tr ic
plant on the St. John's River in New Brunswick; thus, Canada will get
additional power.
The project represents a source of electrical generating capacity which
would be integrated into the coordinated New England Power Pool (NEPOOL)
system.
The initial power installation at Dickey Dam would be 760 megawatts (mw
with the potential for an additional 380 mw of capacity in ,the future.
Lincoln School Dam would have a t o t al installed capaci ty of 70 mw. Con-
struction time for the dam structures and facili ties would be about eight
years. Initial filling would begin in year 2005, and would be completed in
year 2008.
Electrical transmission facilities associated with the proposed ac tion
include: a 138 kilovolt (kv) transmission line from the proposed Dickey
Dam substation to Fish River substation in Fort Kent, Maine; a steel double
27
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IN TAKE TOWER
WORK COMPLETED AS .
OF 30 SEPTEM BER 1978
WORK PROPOSED WITH FUNDS
AVAILABLE FO R FY 1979 .
WORK PROPOSED WITH FUNDS
REQUESTED FOR FY 1980
WORK REOUIRED 10 COMPLHE
THE PROJECT AFTER FY 1980
Figure 3 ,
II NONE) I
I INONE! I
I INONEI I
SOUTH DAM
ENLARGEMENT OF
DICKEY DAM
('
TABLE 2.
SUK~ARY OF PE RT INENT DATA
DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL LAKES PROJECT
lincoln School Da~
4,780,300 acre feet
110~000: cfs
220. cfs
6,600 cfs
Dickey Dam
Purpose -------------- Multipurpose
Location ------------- St. John River,
Aroostook County, Maine
Streamflow Data
Ave. Ar.nual Runoff -- 3,309,300 acre feet
Max. Discharge ------ 87,200 cfs
Min. Discharge ------ 129'cfs
Ave. Discharge ------ 4,569 cfs
Reservoir
Drainage area ------- 2,725 sq. mi.
Max. Operating level- 910 MSL
Min. Operating level- 868 MSL
Inactive Storage ---- 4,800,000 acre feet
Active Storage ------ 2,900,000 acre feet
Total Storage ------- 7,700,000 acre feet
Area ---------------- !'lfi .024 acres
Embankments
North Dam ----------- Earth Fill
Length ------------- 3,860 feet
Too Elevation ------ 925 MSL
South Dam ----------- Earth Fill
Length ------------- 4,380 feet
Top Elevation ------ 925 MSL
Spil lway ------------ Uncontrolled
Elevation ---.------ 910 MSL
Crest Length ------- 600 feet
Power Plant
Penstocks ---------- 4 27-foot dams
Powerhouse --------- indoor
Power Units -------- 3 Francis-type turbfnes
- 190,000 KW, 3 phase, 60 cycle generator
1 Francis-type pump/turbine
- 190,000 KW, 3 phase, 60 cycle generatorl
motor
Nameplate Capacity
Initial ------------ 760 MW
Future ------------- 1,140 MW
Purpose -------------- Streamflow regulation,
power and afterbay for pump-back
location ------------- St. John River,
Aroostook County, Maine
Streamflow Data
Ave . Annual Runoff -.
Max. Discharge ------
r~in. Discharge
Ave. Discharge ------
Reservoir
Drainage Area ------- 4,086 sq. mi.
Max. Operating level* 620 feet MSL
Min. Operating leve1* 590 feet MSl
Inactive Storage* --- 27,265 acre feet
Usable Storage* ----- 59,090 acre feet
Total Storage* ------ 86.355 acre feet
Area ---------------- ~ .61~ ac~es
Embankment
Type ---------------- Earth Fill
Length -------------- 1.520 feet
Top Elevation ------- 630 feet MSL
Spillway -- ----------- Gated, 4-60 ft . ~
50 ft. ta inter
Elevation-top of gates--620 feet MSL
Power Plant
Powerhouse ----.----- indoor
Power Units --------- 3 Kaplan-type turbine
3 phase. 60 cycle generators
Nameplate Capacity -- 70 ~~
* Until the Dickey Plant is expanded to ultimate capacity. the normal Lincol n School
pool range will be 595 to 612 feet MSL (32,450 acre-feet active pondage).
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circuit single tower 345-kv transmission line from Dickey Dam substation to
Moore substation near Littleton, New HampRhire; a 345-kv wood pole trans-
mission line from Moore substation to Granite substation near Barre, Vermont
a 345-kv wood pole transmission line from Branite substation to Essex sub-
station near Essex Junction, Vermont. The total length of the proposed line
is 365 miles. Right-or-way widths are 100 feet for the 138 kv lines and 15C
feet for the 345 kv lines. The action also includes the construction of
three new substations; the expansion of three existing substations; and con-
struction of 12 micro-wave communication stations.
In total, 80,455 acres of terrestrial habitat would be lost in the
reservoir area and 6030 acres modified by the transmission lines; 36,893
acres 'of deer wintering yards would be innundated and 138 acres impacted by
the transmission lines. Flooded reservoir areas and right-of-way clearing
would cause 81,946 acres of timberland to be removed from production result-
ing in a loss of annual net growth of timber of 25,825 to 34,525 cords.
The total project including transmission facilities has a BCR of 2.1 to 1,
based on an authorized interest rate of 3 1/4% at October 1977 price levels,
and a HeR of 1.2 to 1 at 6 5/8% interest rate.
rite proposed project wouLd provide 830 mw of installed capacity and
1.2 billion kilowatt hours annually of peaking energy, and 262 million kwh
annually of intermediate range energy to the New England system. The down-
stream impact of flow regulation on Canadian power plants would be to
increase their annual energy output by approximately 350 million kwh. This
impact would result from flow augmentation during naturally occurring low
flow periods. (Table 2).
Storage of spring snowmelt would provide flood protection for down-
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stream communities and agricultural lands.
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS OF FEDERALLY FUNDED POWER PLANTS
By statutory requirements, power generated at Federally-financed
facilities must first be offered for sale to so-called II " cooper-
atives and municipal utilitie~. The responsibility for tmansmission and
marketing of electric power from Federal projects is given to the Department
of Energy, as authorized by Section 5 o[ the 1944 Flood Control Act. The
statute requires that power be sold in such a manner as to encourage the
most widespread use at the lowest possible prices consistent with sound
business practice.
It is possible that Federal-state-private cooperation will assure for
Maine, the best benefit of power produced.
Investment of public funds to build a Federal power facility are
recoverable in the revenues obtained by the sale of power to utility cus-
tomers in the life of the facility.
MARKETING
The Financial Feasibility study of DOE notes that after consider ing
transmission losses and offsetting load diversities, approximately 900,000
of capacity, and 1.2 billion kwh of streamflow energy would be available for
sale at the customer's premises (Dickey-Lincoln). The present concept
envisions marketing of 700,000 kw as peaking power Lo New England outside
of Maine, and marketing of 200,000 kw in Maine (50% intermediate load, 438
million kwh, and 50% peaking power- 95 million kwh). These allocations
include the assumed United States portion of additional energy generated at
downstream Canadian projects.
Repayment rates are established to recover costs of power production
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and transmission including annual operation and maintenance expenses. The
total investment allocated to power must he repaid over a reasonable period
(50 years specified by the Administration); the established interest rate
for Fiscal Year 1978 was 7%. Tentative wholesale rates (derived in the
feasibility study) were $56/kw for capacity, and 15 mills (1.5¢}/kwh for
energy.
Because the rates were competitive with existing bulk power rates in
New England at substantial savings to some customers, and modest rates to
others- DOE concluded that sufficient revenue could he obtained to make the
investment recoverable in a 50-year period, and thus the project was -finan-
cially feasible.
TIDAL POWER PLANT AT ST. MALO, LA RANCE RIVER, FRANCE
The French devoted resources to the development of tidal power
technology because of two considerations:
The first is that until 1955, nearly half the growth of energy needs was
met by new hydroelectric schemes. When faced with the prospect of lack of
sites offered by nature which were capable of satisfying requirements on an
industrial scale, it seemed logical to consider the tides as an extension
of the hydroelectrical potential of the rivers.
The second is that public opinion has always cons idered scarcity of energy
as a reality- the war and the Suez Crisis contributing to this opinion;
added to this was the fear t~t limited reserves might fail given the rate
of consumption present.
In this atmosphere, attention was given to the savings of coal that a
tidal power installation would promote; thus, by 1960, the tidal power
project had been prepared, work began in 1961, and was completed in 1966.
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The Tidal Power Plant is located in the nor~western part of France at
St. Malo, on the La Rance River (Figure~. It has been operating for 11
years, having been commissioned in several stages between August 1966, and
December 1967. The tide ranges in this area are as high as 13.50 meters
(44 feet) at equinoctial spring tides. The heights are due to the geographi
configuration constraint presented by the Cotentin Peninsula to the tide
entering the English Channel from the Atlantic Ocean; this configuration
serves to concentrate the volume of water into a smaller area- a feature of
the Tidal Bore. There are two high tides here in a 24 hour 50 minute cycle;
maximum power is therefore available at certain times rather t&an at peak
demand.
There are two ways to design and operate~the tidal power station so as
to provide a certain amount of dependable capacity:
(a) One way is to operate between two pools, according to the Belidor.
cycles, thus making a variable but continuous output available.
(b) The other way is to link a pumped storage plant to the tidal
power station so that power can be generated independently of the
tides.
The Rance Tidal·~ower Plant is operated with the t.de ranging between
roughly 9 and 12 meters one week and between 5 and 9 m. the next week. The
aim is to have the working head equal to or greater than 6 meters at all
times, and to have at all times the maximum quantity of water stored (the
minimum head is 5.65 m.). The plant has twenty-four 10 mw generators and
produces a mean annual energy of 500 Cegawa t t hours (GWh), with a mean
capacity throughout the year of 65 mw. If a stable cost of living is
assumed, this is an internal rate of return of 4%.
The plant has reversible operation, therefore power is tapped from the
waters at high tide as they rush upstream, and again as the waters recede tc
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FIGURE 9.
---~
Circle shows location of tidal-power plant.
Rance Hiver estuary and surrounding area. .
Rance River estuary and the tidal-power plant. (France)
~----------------------~-----------n-------
the sea. Reverse generation involves reduced head and storage volume for
the next direct generation; however, the gain associated with reverse
generation largely outweighs the loss involved in direct generation.
Turbines generate power as the reservoirs fill and as they empty; the flow
amounts to 18,000 cubic meters per second. The power plant is 390 meters
long by 33 met*rs wide, and all 24 generat ing units are put to work when it
is in full operation.
An improvement in the transmission system has made more pumping power
available so that the reservoir levels a~ raised by pumping; the volume of
6
water. displaced amounts to 718 x 10 cubic meters. Where tidal ranges are
higher than 9 to 10 meters, there is no requirement f or direct pumping, as
sufficient water volume is available with regard tD installed plant capacity
For these tides, both the ebb and flow may be used for producing electricit-
this generating mode called "double acting cycle" results in a continuous
electricity production.
For low tidal ranges. the sets can be operated only in one direction
because of the reduced head; only the ebb is used for generating electricit
because the efficiency in direct generation is better. t~an in reverse gene-
ration. Direct pumping is necessary that more water may be stored and
consequently increase the head so that a working head of 5 to 6 met.rs can
generally be a ttained.
ENGINEERING THE RANCE PLANT
From the left bank of the river, which had to be constructed first to
avoid naVigational problems during main construction work, the structure
includes a lock, a power station, and a sluice section (Figure lO). The
river bed is comprised of granitic rock overlain in some places by sand and
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FIGURE 10. RANCE RIVER "P0\,'L!: PL\.l'1T
--
~p eb b les . The plant is situated to take advantage of the deep part of th~
river.
The power station consists of a hollow concrete structure (which acts
as a dyke), which is reinforced with buttresses 13.3 mettrs apart on both
upstream and downstream faces. The station is 390 meters long by 33 meters
wi.de, and houses . 24-bulb units- each of 10 MI..J capacity, together wi th 3
transformers (a bulb unit can be defined as a hydroelectric power unit
installed in a hydraulic duct with its centerline coinciding with the flow
axis (axial flow propellor or Kaplan Turbine with a horizontal or inclined
shaft). Access to the equipment is provided by a shaft from the left bank,
and by a gallery under tGe lock (Figure 10).
The lock chamber is 65 meters long and 13 mettrs wide, and has 2 lift
bridges on the seaward side for two road crossi.ngs. The 163 meter long
dyke connects the east end of the power station to Chalibert Island; the
115 meter long sluice structure is located on the eastern, between Chalibert
Island and the right bank. It consists of six fixed roller gates, each 10 m
high and 15 m. wide, and which will pass a flow of 9600 m3jsec. under a Head
df 5 m,
The set may be operated in both directions for pumping as well as [or
power generation. As pumps, they accelerate the tidal effect at small water
level difference between the 184 million cubic metar storage basin and the
sea; as turbines, they operate when one level is considerably above the othe
This operation from basin to sea and from sea to basin gives an optimal two-
way operating cycle.
The right bank, including the gate-structure dam, was the second
enclosure. It needed two separate cofferdams- upstream and downstream- be-
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tween Chalibert Island and the right bank. Closure had to be completed
against a tidal range between 13.5 m. at equinoctial sp~ing tides. and 3.5 m
at neap tides, and flows ranging from 18,000 cubic m/sec. to 4000 mJ/sec.
The section of the estuary to be cut off was 36~ m. long, with the lowest
point at 13 m. below the ordnance datum (Figure lili). The plant bridges
the estuary at 4 kilometers [rom the river's mouth, between the resort and
the fishing towns of St. Malo and Dinard. The river's width here is 750 m.;
the dam crosses the points of La Briantais and La Brebis and passes through
Chalibert lsles.
The cofferdams were of light construction and were erected in separate
compartments; they were hydraulically filled with material taken from the
river bed. The central section. 360 m. long consisted of 19 cylindrical
reinforced concrete caissons. each 9 m. in diameter; a compressed air
caisson was used to prepare the foundation Ear these concrete caissons. The
project cost was close to $100 million, and required the removal of
1,500.000 cubic meter.s of water.
The works as a whole needed 400,000 m3 of earth moving; 350,000 m. 3
of reinforced concrete; 16,000 tons of reinforcing steel; and 275,000 m2•
of shuttering.
The Rance output is sent i.n three directions to Paris, Brittany, and
southwards tr the Rennes-Nantes area; pumping energp is available only from
the latter gmid area. Inadequate transmission lines resulted in a shortage
of pumping power- with an imporved transmission system. lack of pumping
occurs only between 9 and 11 p.m. It can be as high as 150 MW, but may be
restricted to 50 MW.
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INDIRECT BENEFITS OF THE RANCE PROJECT
The Rance schemt, a full scale pilot study, haR provided valuable
exjerience in tidal power and in terms of knowledge of resistance of mater-
ials to corrosion- particularly problem~ related to concrete, metals, and
paints.
It was found that ordinary steel almost always needed cathodjc
protection, and because of the anti-fouling properties of aluminum bronze,
it Rtands up well to corrosion though it may have .no cathodic protection.
Where local corrosion may be caused by shellfish and seaweed, cathodic
protection is necessary for 17% chrome and 4% nickel steel. The large dam
gates and the lock gates were provided also with cathodic protection.
Additionally, bulb sets have been perfected such that large sets up to
40 MW have been developed; seawater corrosion mechanisms are better under-
stood- thi.s is useful information since large thermal and nuclear plants us
sea water for cooling. Finally, the project has developed an incredihle
tourist interest. The dam's use as a road or for a railroad is enhancing,
as is the improvement of navigation to estuary ports. An underdeveloped
region, such as Brittany, has been improved substantially.
TIDAL POWER PLANT AT KISLAYA BAY, USSR
In the U.S.S.R.} there are many gulfs that exttnd into the Barents Sea
and other water bodies to give that northernmost Russian Territory one of
the gmeatest tidal power resources in the world (Figure 12); tides range
between 1.2 and 11 meters. It is estimated that the small gulfs could
provide 8.2 million kw, and the ~4hite Sea alone has a potential of 16
million kw.
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FIGUf-E 12. TIDAL POWER SITES OF USSR.
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Power stations are planned on the Kislaya Buy near Murmansk (operationa ),
und for two si.tes at the entrance to the While Sea. The pilot-tidal scheme
which they built on the Kislogubskaia near Munnansk is using the French-
type submersible bulb units. The station's maximum power is 400 kilowatts.
The Russians had to overcome the problem of severe Arctic temperatures
which caused the freezing of concrete; use was made of jet black ashy sea-
and-frost resistant materials, used in successive layers of 12 to 15 em.
thick to provide insulation and allow for "bulk-settling". Problems of
design construction in deep water using e1ectro-vibrators were also s~lved,
pointing up the value of the experience gained by French engineer/scientists
For further information on the Russian Tidal Plant operations. refer to R.H.
Charli~r, "Harnessing the Energies of the Oceans", MTS Journal 3 No.4, July
1969.
ASSESSMENT OF THE TIDES AS AN EFFECTllE SOURCE OF ENERGY
Utilization of the tides to generate a substantial quantity of power
requires provisions for the storage of large quantities of water so that
djscharges may be made from a higher to a lower elevation through hydraulic
turbines. Using tidal pools is similar to a river hydroelectric system.
The amount of power generated by both methods is proportional to the amount
of water flowing, and the height (Head) through which it drops. The Head
at the tidal power project is considerably less than at most conventional
river hydroelectric projects; thus, larger volumes of water must be used to
generate the same amount of power.
Further, there is inconstancy in what head there is. and i t is avail-
able for only a fraction of a day. Hydroelectric plants have been favored
~ beeause dams are usually easier to build, and though rivers have inconstant
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flow, the flow can be "averaged out" if there is a sufflclently large
reservoir behind tee dam. Since tides are on a lunar cycle and man is on a
solar cycle, tidal power may be better utilized for peaking power unless
methods can be found to provide a constant flow of sufficient height. A
river power project requires dams, channels, gates, powerhouses and fish-
ways; t 2se are the same requirements for a tidal plant.
One great feature of tidal power i.s that there is no danger to its
depletion, and though there may be inconstancy in the amount of head avail-
able- the times of at least some Head are predictable.
OPERATION
A large single pool may be bu ilt to entrap or exclude water from the
oceans, but generation of power is limited to those times in the tidal
cycle where the differential in elevation between the ocean and the pool
is sufficient for operation of turbines. A combination of two storage pool
for simultaneous entrappment and exclusion of water from the ocean can
provide for some generation at all times. Either may be arranged to
accomodate reversible units capable of pumping and generating flow from
either direction; thUS, further increasing power potential and providing
greater flexibility for coordinated operation with power sources.
Compared to most river hydroelectric projects, the potential average
hydraulic head of tidal flow is quite small, but very large quantities of
water are available for power production. and is accurately predictable for
years in the fu ture.
DESIGN PROBLEMS
The following are the requiremtnts for a Tidal Power Plant:
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1. A large Lidal range to provide a Head (the minimum is 5.65m.
(18 feet).
2. A large capacity reservoir (the quantity of energy to be
generated depends on an available storage capacity).
3. A short dam length for lower construction costs.
Knowledge of tidal power generation is dependent upon:
Astronomy
Geophysics
Systems integration of sources in interconnection
New type turbines
Hydraulic and civil engineering- damming high diRcharge streams
The mean power dissipated by the tide over the whole world iR 1.100
million kilowatts. Four movements are possible during a semidiurnal or
mixed tidal cycle; they are- 2 generating and 2 pumping- thus making 16
potential combinations possible for harnessing the tides (14 days- 27 tides-
256 cycles).
The design of power equipmtnt depends on the fundamentals of:
Heat transfer
Thermodynamics
Materials- strength and structure
Machine design
Although the above are but meteods necessary for most plants designed
to utilize the fluid medium for operation, and though sophisticated methods
for hydroelectric plants have existed for years, technology for tidal power
plants has appeared only recently in imaginative hydraulic engineering
machines and structures. Part of the problem is related to low heads of
water available in the tidal plant such that typical vertical shaft water
motors utilize a few of the feet of the head of water already available.
Additionally, the head of water reverses itself every six hours. Power in
modern plants must be generated on both the rising and on the falling tide
since the output per day must be doubled (ancient tide mills operated only
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Ion the outgoing tide).
Design of turbines must be such as to allow flow through hor Lzontal
channels in the dam so that it impinges on the blades. The turbines must
have horizontal shafts with reversible blades so that the pitch (or angle)
can be adjusted with respect to the flow of water. As the speed of flow
decreases, the blades are set flatter, the power output is reduced, but the
shaft nmintains a constant speed.
Operation of a tidal plant such as that in La Rance River, France- had
to await highly advanced ttchnological development in mechanical, electri-
cal, civil, hydraulic, and materials engineering. Design of a new t ype of
turboalternator set, known as the bulb unit, and able to use low heads to
drive a turbine in both directions and function as well as a pump was
necessary. Additionally, expertise was necessary on techniques of damming
a river of maximum flow of 18,000 m31sec- both at ebb and flood.
ECONOMICS OF TIDAL PLANT OPERATION
Use of tidal power for electrical energy generation requires substan-
tial initial capital investment- thus, questions of need, cost, and recover
of investment- how to design and operate the tidal power scheme so as to
provide a certain amount of dependable capacity- and what: that amount is;
teese have kept the development of this energy form at a low priority.
However, compared tr fossil fuel-fired plants which have lower total
investment costs, tidal power plants should be economically feasible over
a long term basis because escalation in fuel prices won't uause escalation
in prices over the life cycle of the project.
Determining the economics of power generat ion for Federal Financing
is done usually by a comparison of anticipated benefits with anticipated
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costs- the so-called "benefit-to-cost ratio (BeR). Where the ratio is less
than one, annual costs are deemed to exceed annual benefits. Thus. by
present standards, tidal plants may not seem feasible unless one compares
long-term operating costs of these renewable energp plants with those plants
that are dependent on non-renewable energy sources. Given the escalating
oil prices and the possible depletion of this energy resource, a tidal
power plant that seems uneconomical now may be the only economic reality for
the future. A special difficulty arises because~of the inability to make
any long-term forecast of the future price of oil or of a substitute power
source.
Since the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) cut-off between
combined cycle (31 mills/kwh) and nuclear power (7 mills/kwh) as alternative
tppe power plants occur at a 40% capacity factor, tidal power plants are
considereo not economical at a greater than 40% capAci~y.
Curreu c.Ly , l'EK.C considers nur.leae power wi r h 7 mi.ls/kwh for an ener gy
v a.l ue DS an alternative to any ti cdl plant havI ng a capacity factor grea t e r
than 40%.
The nominal life of a tidal plant facility is estimated at one-hundred
I yea r s . though 25% of the turbines and other equipment need replacement every
30 years or so. Although the cost of a tidal project is substantial, the
initial costs are balanced by the fact that after the facility is complete
and operational, the annual costs for generating power and maintenance are
less than those for fuel-dependent plants.
The installation cannot be justified on economic grounds alone, there
must be a minimum reliable output to allow it to be regarded as an alternati e
to a standby thermal plant of similar output.
- - --=== ==tjF== = = = = = = ==== = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = ==lF = = = :::::;:
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF LA RANCE, FRANCE TIDAl, PLANT
In the Rance Tidal Plant, difficulties were caused by high water salin-
ities and ltStart Up" during the day, as well as problems associated with
construction.
High Salinities - Materials for turbines at the plant were either cupro-
aluminum or 17% chr.omium 4% nickel steel. The unprotected steel runners
became overgrown with seaweed, and encrusted with barnacles; additionally,
there was pitting by corrosion underneath. this encrustation was overcome
by cathodic protection which forms a protective calcium and magnesium
coating on the components. With the pr.ovision, both of steel runners and
the cupro-aluminum runners were in excellent condition after 70,000 hours
under water and 40,000 hours of operation. Some stainless steel and alumi-
num'<b r on ze ducts, which experience straight-through corrosion, were replacec
by plastic compononents, or t"~y were eliminated entirely. Initially,
cathodic protection was to be used only for sets combining various metals,
however, it was extended with great success to large dam gates in 1968- and
to lock gates in 1970. The tQP lock gates, the bulkhead gittes and the
metallic parts of the superstructure count not be provided with cathodic
protection as they are either continually or intermittently above wate~; the
will be repainted. Tremendous expertise has been gained in problems of
impermeability, deformation, scouring, and corrosion.
FREQUENT START UP
Problems developed because of frequent start-ups; the units are shut
down and started up four times daily- asynchronous starting and coupling
caused teermal instability and high electro-dynamic stresses. For this
reason, the iron circuits and windings must have very firm wedging and
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-securing arrangements, as well as being very carefully designed. Rapid shu
down of the units has caused a hazard of unpredicted surges on either side
of the powerhouse. Generally, this can be prevented by having the computer
re-open.. irnmediately the gate apparatus to reduce the surge- with the blades
at a correct angle, the turbine speed can be reduced.
CONSTRUCTION
Construction work has caused changes to occur in the levels of the poo
the maximum spring tide levels have been reduced from 13.50 m. to 12.80 m.,
and the minimullt levels are higher, more frequent, and remain steady for 3
to 4 hours. ThIs new level has improved the living conditions for people
on the shores in terms of flooding, yachting, etc.; the estuary has in fact
become a lake.
Current speeds at spring tides have been reduced, so that the number
of boats passing through the lock has doubled from 5,287 in 1968, to 10,380
in 1973. Shipping to and from St. Malo Harbor is dependent on the lock.
When the powerhouse and sluices are in operation, high current speeds are
present, this has resulted in the establishment of two prohibited areas for
shipping- one on the seaward siden, the other on the estuary side. The
control room is below water level close to the machine hall; it is equipped
with a scanning television camers- the screen on the control panel monitors
the prohibited area, the road, and other buildings.
Changes have occurred in species and location of fish, probably due to
displacement of sandbanks which were previously awash at low tide.
One of the expected environmental effects did not occur; it was the
expectation that the Rance Tidal Power Plant would be buried by sand. The
high current speeds near the entrance to the set' and the sluices have swep
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t~e sandbanks from this section of the river. The sand and m~ine corrosion
problems did not occur. The Rance River has a very small discharge, and no
silt movement resulting from the tide; thus, no silting problem arises and
the live storage capacity of the pool is mai.ntained. It was thought that
the bulb set. would vibrate- they did not.
PREDICTED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF TIDAL PLANT INSTALLATION IN
PASSAMAQUODDY AND COBS COOK BAY AREAS
It was the conclusion of the Fisheries Board of the International Joint
Commission that the construction of dams would cause changes in the Oceano-
graphic features of the Passamaquoddy region as follows:
1. That it would raise the mean water level of Passamaquoddy Bay
6 fee~, and that the tidal range would be reduced 4 feet~ and that
it would lower the mean level of Cobs cook Bay by 5 feet and the mean
tidal range by 8 feet.
2. That the opening and closing of the gates will affect the current
patterns- lowering the velocities slightly when the gates open, thus
making the counterclockwise circulation more pronounced, and altering
the tidal streams.
Additionally, these reduced velocities will decrease vertical
mixing, increase the stratification, and lead to greater seasonal
variations in surface temperatures. The summer maximum is expected
to be reduced tr 68°F, while in winter- ice cover is expected.
3. Mean surface salinities are expected to be lower in both pools
(they were higher in the Rance, France plant), with no change in
bottom salinities expected. Flushing times are expected to increase.
A decrease in oxygen concentrations in the deep water inside the dam
is an expectation during periods of maximum fresh water discharge.
4. No changes are expected outside the dams; thus, there should be
no reduction in abundance of herring inside t~e bay, although rates
of accumulation may be slower. Some herring weir sites arc expected
to be eliminated by dam construction. No changes are ex~ected to
occur in ground fish landings though the species composition may change
Inside the dams, an increase is expected in Ujn~er flounder, scallops,
smelt, shellfish, and sea-run trout stocks; a reduction is expected
in haddock, pollock, marine worms and rockweed.
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-5. A projected cost increase of $919,100 was established as a result
of the decision to incorporate a Fish Passage Facili ty for RnadromollS
species into the plans.
HOW TIDES ARE FORMED
A brief discuss ion will be given here on the origin of the tides and
some of the dynamics causing differences in range, time, and heights of the
tides in many places in the world. This is in keeping with the previous
statement that science uncovers the available energy sources to Planet
Earth, while it is the work of the Technologist to design systems to uti.lizE
t hi s energe- in this particular realm, t he technologist has failed. This
f a i l ur e of the technulogist to provide the "Grand Design" scheme to use
renewable energy sources may be due e ither to the profi t mot ive, or t o a
lack of t e chnol ogi ca l know-how; in e ither case, we are not now using t he
tides for profit in t he United Sta tes of America.
Prior to the 17th Century, and Newton's Principia, many theories were
advanced concerning the nature of the rise and fall of the waters of the
earth and called tee "Tides". Early Maritime Nations even developed my ths
concerning the phenomena, including the myth that the earth was alive like
an animal- and that the periodic rise and fall of the tide was due to the
breathing of the earth; the water was its blood, and the tide the beating
o[ its pulse. The Ancient Greeks and Romans developed few theories of the
tide since they lived on the nearly tideless Mediterranean Sea (range of
3 1/2 feet). The Roman Historian, Pliny the Younger, established that the
tides were related to the interact ions of the Moon, the Sun, and the Ear th;
Johann Kepler noticed that the ocean waters had a tendency to move toward
the Sun and Moon; Galileo attributed t hi s to the orbital and rotational
motions of the earth. However, it was Sir Isaac Newton who is called the
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"Father of the Tides". In his Philosophise Naturalis Principia in 1689, he
advanced two theories as form.ng the basis upon which the tides are reckoned
He took Kepler's laws governing the motion of planet in their orbitR, and
his own laws- and fashioned a Universal Law of Gravitation which stated:
"Every particle of patt.er attracts every other particle with a force
that varies directly as the product of their masses, and inversely
as the square of the distance between them,"
He coupled this law with the Equilibrium Theory, in which he hypothe-
sized that the earth was covered uniformdy by an equal volume of water, and
that these waters responded instantly to the gravitational attraction of
other bodies to raise the level of water on the side of the earth closest
FIGURE 13. Equilibrium Surface
\
-
~IGTr.~ 14. High and Low Water on Either Side of
the Earth
His theory established the principle that the forces necessary to
generate the tides were dependent upon, not only the size of the bodies
involved, but the distance between them as well. The equation is as
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follows:
F = Hm
7
Where F is the attractive force on a line joini.ng the centers of the partie ~
masses (M and m). and d is the distance between these centers.
Without rotation of the earth on its axi~, the fluid envelope would
adjust itself to the resultant gravitational force set up by the Sun and
Noon in combination; the lunar tide would occur twice monthly at any given
place.
Because the size and distance of the bodies involved are important
factors in raising the tide bulges on earth, only the Sun, and Moon's
attractive forces need be considered, the other Planets are too far away.
It is said that the tides mainly follow the moon- this is something of a
paradox- the sun's mass is 26 x 106 as great as the moon's, but it is
93 million miles away from the earth- the moon is only 240,00 miles away,
thus the sun's effect is only 1/4 that of the Moon.
The Sun the Earth ilod the Moon are continuously changing their positior ~,
and this of course changes the directions and magnitudes of the tide-pro-
ducing forces. The three principal changes are: Alignment (phase);
distance from the earth (Parallax); and angle with respect to the earth's
equinoctial plane (declination). These features allow for predictions in
the times of highest and lowest tides.
Phase - The effect of either the sun's or moon's gravitational
attraction is to raise the tide bulges on either side of the earth along the
line of attraction. Thus, when the sun the earth and the moon are aligned
as below (a condition called syzygy), the independent bulges of the sun an(
'- moon are superimposed, and the heights of the tides are greatest ( called
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spring tides and occurring at New and Full Moon):
FIGURE 1. Sun, Earth and Moon in a Straight Line
In the figure below, the bodies form nearly a right angle, the tide
heights are lowest (called neap tides, and
quarters of the moon):
occurring(~ t and last
PIr.URI·; 16.
C=:J (.
", --_/ --
Sun, Earth and Moon at Right Angles
" )
Distance - The forces acting on the water particles are pr?portional
to their distance from the mass which causes the attraction. Because the
orbits of the moon about the earth, and the earth about the sun are ellipse
the distance between their centers are always changing, and with it- the
tide-producting forces. Atche point where the moon is nearest the earth, it
is said to be in Perigee (the Sun in Perhelion), and the tide forces are a
maximum; when the moon is farthest away, it is in Apogee (the Sun in
Aphelion) •
Declination - The moon's distance above or below the plane of the eart s
equator is known as declination; it varies between 18.5° vnd 28.5° N. or S.
of the Equator during a period of 18.6 years. The angle taat the sun and
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moon makes with t he plane of the earth's equator (equinoctal plane) is
called declination, and it describes the alignment of the the three bodies
in a plane perpendicular t~ that considered before. At the time of the sol
stice, the sun reaches its maximum declination (23 1/2°), and the moon's
orbit around the earth is inclined at an angle of 5° to the ecliptic.
AccoLding to Newton, the type of tide is influenced by declination. "~en
the moon is directly over the equator, the declination is zero- the tide
bulge is symmetrical- and the resulting t ype of tide is semi-diurnal (two
equal high waters and two equal low waters each day):
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Semi-diurnal type tideFIGURE 17.
As the moon's declination increases, the resulting tide type is mixed (two
high and two low waters, but unequal in heights):
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Mixed type tide
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As the moon further continues i ts declination. the resulting type tide is
diurnal (one high water and one low water each day):
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FIGlr'l:~ 1.9 Diurnal Type T:i de
The tajal tidal day is 24 hours and 50 minutes (24h SOm).
Actual conditions of the tides are not ad~quately explained by Newton s
Equilibrium Theory, since his grand princ.iple was that all forces in the
Universe tend to a stnte of equilibrium or balance of forces, but did not
take into account those modern concepts which cons ider tee dynamical be-
havior o f the fluid once it is set in motion. Modern concepts are explain d
by the french Mathematician La Place (1774), who introduced hydrodynamics
i n t o tidal theory.
A great achievement of tidal studies is the possibility of predicting
to a fair degree of accuracy, t he value of sea level for a great number of
Ports at any given time.
1\ typical tide curve showing all phases of the Moon is shown below:
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TIDAL BORE
One of the most striking features associated with the tides, and a
phenomena causing very high tides in some areas of the world such as the
Bay of Fundy, is a condition known as the Tidal Bore.
Three factors are critical for the occurrence of bores:
(1) The theory of standing oscillations- period is determined by
the dimension of the basin (length and depth):
T = 2 L,gn-
T period in seconds
L = length of basin (Bay of Fundy = 170 miles)
h mean depte (Bay of Bundy = 240 feet)
g - acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec2.)
(2) Resonance - synchronism between the natural oscillation periods
of Bays, Gulfs, Seas, etc., and the oceanic tide - the cyclic
rythms of the astronomical forces.
(~) Geographic , Corifiguration of the Basin - Decreasing width and
shoaling depths- coupled with the earth's rotation, accentuates
\
the range of the
\
\
FIGURE 21. Bay of Fundy
-,
TIDE INCREASE FROM MOUTH OF BAY TO HEAD (Minas Basin- Nova Scotia Side)
i
Place
C. Sable
Yarmouth
Grand Passage
Digby Gut
Port George
Black Rock Light
Horton Bluff
Noel Bay
NORTH SHORE - Chignecto B~y
Tom Nevers Head
Monomy Point
Nauset Harbor
Gloucester
Bass Harbor
West Quoddy Head
St. John
Quaco
Folly Point
Mean Range
9.1 feet
14.0 "
18.2 I'
24.1 II ) At Spring Tide, the
27.8 " ) rise is 14% greater
31.5 " )
42.0 "
44.2 II
1.2 feet
3.7 11
6.0 "
8.9 " )
10.2 II ) At Spring Tide. the
15.7 II ) rise is 14% greater
20.9 "
26.3 "
39.4 "
The increase in the range of tide on the southern shore is brought by
about by the Rotation of the Earth - all moving bodies are impressed with a
force deflecting them to the right in the Northern Hemisphere. and to the
left in the Southern Hemisphere. On the flood tide, the water entering the
Bay of Fundy i.s deflected to the right on the southern shore, hence, the
high water is raised somewhat higher than on the northern shore. The eEfec
of friction and river current on the advancing tide results in an increase
in the period of fall. and a decrease in the period of rise.
The greatest travel up river of t i des is in the Amazon River- the t i de
is little more than 10 feet, but the Amazon carries the tidal impulse 450
miles upstream. three features characterize river tides:
(a) Tide advances upa trreara-a t; a rate dependent on the depth of the
channel:
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r = g 11
(b) In going upstream, the duration of fall increases while the
duration of rise decreases.
(c) The range of tide decreases from the Mouth to the Head. The ener
gy derived by the tidal impulse becomes lessened by frictional resistance of
the sides and bottoms of the channels. But if the energy is concentrated
into a smaller volume, it amy overcome the range, decreasing the effects of
the friction.
In the Bay of Fundy, the natural period of oscillation is computed to
be 11.4 hours:
T 4 x 170 x 5280
32.2 x 240
== 11.4 hrs.
The approximate period of the ocean tide is 12 hours. Thus, at high tide,
the rise of water entering the Bay is superimposed upon the standing wave,
and the trtal volume of water becomes more concentrated as the water must
flow through a narrower area; these combined conditions cause some of the
greatest range of tides in the world. The steeping heights (40-50 feet) are
compensating for the lack of lateral area over which it could spread. The
Bay of Fundy is long and straight-sided, and the end separates into two
narrow areas- Chignecto Bay and Minas Basin; from a widte of 87 miles and
280 feet of depth at the Mouth of the Bay. it is reduced tr 30 miles wide
and a depte of 130 feet at Chignecto Bay where the bay forks. Further up
the bay, the contraction in width and the shallowing in depte increases
rapid~y; the advance is a spectacular wall of water called the Tidal Bore.
In the Bay of Fundy. the bore is best seen at Moncton on the Petitcodiac
River, where a sheet rf water is developed a half mile wide; at low tide,
this is reduced to a stream of water 500 feet ~de. Evidences of the
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advance of water is seen 131 miles up tee Hudson River where it is stopped
by a dam at Troy, New York.
The best developed bore in the world is on the Tsiengtang (Chiang Tang
Kiang) River in the China Sea, where the water stands 11 feet tall and
travels at a speed of 16 knots; it is estimated teat 1 3/4 million tons of
water moves past in 1 minute. If the bed of a river is destroyed by
dredg4ng or other means, the bore can disappear. The Seine in France had a
well-developed bore called the Muscaret- it was destroyed by improvemtnts
which took place in 1780.
It is deemed that the energy of the tides is continuously being
dissipated at a rate- the order of magnitude of which is a billion horse-
power.
ObViously, the power of the tides is tremendous, and harnessing this
renewable energy source could provide longevity to the energy stock~ile of
the future. However, it is conceivable that we are moving toward the 21st
Century using our technology- not to find the inexhaustible energy sources,
but merely to fuel the inexhaustible technological developments.
OTHER RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
There are other renewable energy sources in addition to the tides,
particularly:
Solar Energy
Thermal Energy
Wind Energy
Solar Energy - The use of solar energy is nothing new, the G~eeks and
Romans knew how to use it 2500 years ago, though they had not discovered
cadmium salts, etu. as solar collectors; however, they had the architectura
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Iknow-how to design, insulate, and site their homes to gather as much heat
as possible.
The technical feasibility has long been established- early systems
were assembled in days before oil and natural gas were the mainstays of the
energy economy, and before assembly lines had an impact on industrial devel-
opment. There were 50-hp solar irrigation pumps in 1913 at Meade, Egypt;
today there is a 25-hp shallow well pump in Willard, New Mexico- central
receiver technology is utilized in Odeillo, France in the form of a megawatt
thermal solar furnace (WAT), as well as a 37-foot parabolic dish at Golden,
Colorado. A 33 foot parabolic dish was built in Pasadena. Calif. in 1901.
On June 21, 1979, President Carter stated in the Washington Post that
he was calling:
"For the creation of a $100 million solar energy bank to help move
the country toward a goal of getting 20 percent of its power [rom
the sun and other renewable sources of energy by the year ZOO."
He stated that "there is no question that solar energy is feasible
and cost-effected, and that it is an increasingly important
alternative source of energy to avert the danger of continued
I crippling dependence on foreign oil'. )/
According to adminjstration officials, about one-third of the 20% goal
would come from solar power, the rest will come from hydroelectric power,
conversion of waste products into energy, and use of wind to generate
power. The President proposed to Congress a series of steps, including
new tax incentives; he linked funding to passage of the administration's
proposed "windfall profits" tax on the oil industry, and creation of an
"ene rgy security fund" for development of alternative energy sources.
SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
Solar technologies are still in the early stages of demonstration; the
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generi) problem is related to the diff ic:ulty in concentrating the energy
into an "energy bundle" with an intensity to be absorbed and converted into
heat.
The radiant output intensity (solar constant) at the average sun-earth
distance of 149.5 billion meters is found to be relatively constant at near
1.365 kilowatts/meter2• The power input of solar energy to Planet Earth is
170 billion megawatts. The inputs to calculation of solar energy are:
Atmospheric moisture
Turbidity
Cloud cover or percent sunshine
The average values can be calculated of:
Direct normal insolation
Diffuse insolation
Total horizontal (global) insolation
The major parts of a solar energy conversion system are:
(1) Lenses or mirrors to collect and concentrate sunlight
(2) Heat receivers to absorb the concentrated sunlight
(3) Energy transport system (piping) to couple the receivers
with the conversion and storage elements
(4) Energy storage elements, e.g. tanks containing high-
temperature fluid
(5) Heat engines to drive generators
(6) Control systems to integ:rate and coordinate the operation of
other elemtnts.
The advanced Thermal Technology Program concentrates on:
High temjerature
High-efficiency heat transport and heat receiver systems
where advanced technology can lead to lower system costs as
a result of more efficient collector utilization.
At the Georgia Institute of Technology, the testing of high temperaturE
air-cooled ceramic receivers has begun-temreratures are in the range of
1600°F to 2000°F for Brayton cycle heat engines as well as high-temperature
processes. The Department of Energy's Solar Thermal Power Systems Program
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is structured around large () 10 MW) and small «.10 MW) power app l.Lca t i.ons
both are expected to be available commercially by 1980.
FUNJHNG
For IT 1978 (Oct. 1, 1978 - Sept 30, 1979) the overall Solar Thermal
Power Systems Program funding level was $100 mt.Ll, ion/year.
Large Power
Small Power
Advanced Technology
BARSTOW Pilot Plant
Capital Equipment
FY 1978
$21,800,000
28,100,000
10,200,000
41,000,000
3,000,000
$104,000,000
FY 1979
$ 27,000,000
28,000,000
14,000,000
28,000,000
3,000,000
$100,000,000
Prior to 1972, solar energy research was privately funded.
The average availabilities of the sun's energy is compared with general
energy production and requirements in figures 22 through 25.
OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION (OTEeL
DTEC Plants require improved heat transfer technology; they require
4-10 million pounds of material to harness the difference between the warm
surface water and the cold deep water. OTEC plants utilize the temperature
differential present between the surface of the water and that at lower
depths, converting this thermal energy into mechanical energy and eventuall'
into electric energy. In this process, warm water intake occurs at the
surface of the plant; it is pumped through a heag-exchanger-evaporator-
vaporizing a working fluid, generally amm6nia- which expands in a turbine.
It turns the turbine to operate a generator, to provide electric power.
The ammonia (or propane or whatever) leaves the turbine, a pump returns it
to the heat exchanger-evaporator. The system is a closed-cycle system, t hu
the ammonia must be cooled before it continues its cycle to the heat A
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AVERAGE AVAILABILITIES OF SOLAR ENERGY
Allerage In synchronous Average ratio,
Availability factor on earth orbit ground fo rblt
..'
nervy density , kW/m2S 1.1 1,4 4/5
Hours of u",ful radiation/day 8 24 1/3
Percentage of clear skies 50 100 112
COsineof angre of incidence 0.5 1 112
Product of 811 factof5 1/ 15
Soure,, : J . T. Patha and G. R. Woodcock, "FeasibilitV of Large-Scale Orbital SolarI
Thermal Power Generat ion, " ProcHdingllECEC, 1973, PD. 312·319.
FI C-UTili ? ? AVERA(;1j; Av•.uLAIHLITIES OF SOLAR
ENi:.RG"'f
FIGURE 23. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS
ENERGY SOURCES IN BILLION HP-HOURS
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FIGURE 24.
ESTIMATED ANNUAL ELECTRIC
UTILITY GENERATION BY
PRIMARY ENERGY SOURCES
FIGURE 25.
ESTIMATED ANNUAL
' FOSSIL FUEL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATION
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exchanger-condenser. For this, cold water is pumped in from the deeper
depths of the ocean to cool the ammonia- thus it condenses; afterwards, the
cold water is discharged at the lower depths (Figure 26).
The whole process involves great amounts of circulation in the water
column located in the area of the OTEC Plants. Additionally, a suitable
material must be used for the heat transfer process; basically, 3 kinds of
mat~rials are considered:
Titanium
Copper-nickel combinat ion
Aluminum
Plastic material
DTEC plants are considered for operation in 3 different areas, possibly:
(1) less than J miles from a coastal state
(2) between 3 miles and the extent of the coastal state's
jurisdiction
(3) beyond a coastal state's jurisdiction
The moored structure will have substantial area exposed to the surface- .,
within SO feet; if the plant is moored in water 1 mile deep, the mooring
must exttnd tr a minimum of 2000-4000 feet below the surface.
The electricitY .generated can be transmitted by cable to shore, or used
for processing plants (aluminum, ammonia, hydrogen).
PHYSICAL PROCESS OF SUN'S ENERGY TO OCEANS
DTEC is a means for extracting the stored energy of the sun from the
oceans using the heat differential present as a result of the depth to which
the sun's energy penetmates. and tee circulation pattern by whi.c:h this
energy is distributed throughout the oceans. The conversion energy avail-
able is estimated to be of the order of 10 8 to 1010 megawatts.
At the center of OUT solar system is the sun, it is 93 million miles
away from the earth, but it is the primary source of energy to the earth;
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it drives the current system' of the oceans, it is responsible for the
varying temperature changes in the atmospheric envelope, and is thus the
deriving power of the winds. The surface temperature, which i s transmi tted
to the earth, is GOOooe (ll,OOOOF)i the inner core of the sun has a tempera-
ture of 20 x 106oC, possibly as a result of thermonuclear reactions. The
energy from the sun is received by the earth in the form of Electromagnetic
Waves, in an amount equal to 17 x 10 20 calories per day (this represents
only 45 to 55% of the energy leaving the sun's surface, the rest is
scattered). These rays of energy penetrate to the oceans to a depth of
approx.mately 100 meters, and is the available heat to be circulated through
the ocean by mixing, etc. This available heat is responsible for the
temperature difference that is present and from which DrEC plants derive
their operational energy.
GULF STREAM GTEG
The more direct rays of the sun reach the earth at the Equator, thus
it is possible that the best areas for GTEC plant operation may be in the
tropical areas. A temperature difference of at least l7°C (30°F) is
required for operation of the OTEC power cycle.
The University of Massachusetts in 1974, proposed acquisition of a
large fleet of GTEC Plants for tee Gulf Stream. This body of water is 50
miles wide, and 1500 meters deepi it carries more than 4 billion tons of
water per m.nute. The pecularities o f the Gulf St:eam are caused by the
manner in which the trade winds drive the waters westward, providing a
greater elevation on the west side of the Atlantic, and thus raising the se
level in the Gulf of Mexico. The Gulf Stream System thus has 3 parts:
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(1) A southern port lon made up o[ ~he Florida Current from the
Strait of Florida to Cape Hatteras.
(2) The Gulf Stream proper- from Cape Hatteras northward to East
of the Grand Banks (Longitude 45°W).
(3) The more diffuse current which branches out, widens, slows
down and becomes the North Atlantic Drift.
The features of the Gulf Stream with the fastest current of 100 miles
per day provide scientists with a basis for determining that the Gulf Strea
is an ideal place for an DTEC Plant. There is no necessity for great pump-
ing efforts to distribute the cold water through the plant.
It is estimated that this plant will supply 146 x 10 9 kwh/year of
electricity to New England- the 1990 projected demand. This will be done
using the University of Massachusetts difference process and hydrogen link.
It is estimated also that OTEe plants can produce energy intensive products
such as hydrogen and ammonia- that the OTEG plant can be operated safely
feet per day of natural gas.
single 400 megawatt plant-ship
~()
\
I I , " .I ~ /' £ .5r /2 L , j /}/
) l iP ) - 7/~} ./ISfREAM OTEC PLANTSFIGURE 27.
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WIND ENERGY
Though thermal energy and wind energy are given as ~eparate renewable
energy sources) they are in fact but different aspects of the sun's energy
to the earte. Because the atmospheric envelope (air) is heated as the
earth absorbs the sun's energy and reradiates it into the atmosphere, and
because of the manner in which this heat is received in various places on
earth- there is differential heating of the air. Differential heating of
the air causes it to be heavier (higher pressure) in some places, and
lighter (lower pressure) in others; this difference in pressure of the air
from place to places gives rise to winds- winds are the force used by naturE
to attemjt to create a balance in the pressure of the air envelope.
Wind energy has long been utilized by man; windmills were knotvn in
China and Japan as early as 2000 B.C. They have been common for at least
700 years in Europe and have been in wide use in the western United States
until 1950. In remote regions on individual farms and houses) some are
still used for pumping water into storage tanks, or generating electricity.
One characteristic requirement of supplementary energy sources as a
full potential benefit) is an energy storage system such that the energy rna
be stored when available, and retrieved during periods of insufficient powe
(peak power requirements). Some storage factors are shown in Figures 28,30.
WIND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
In the earliest application of wind energy, there was direct mechanica
coupling of the wind turbine to the driven machinery or water pumps. How-
ever, this placed severe limitation on site selection and system configura-
tion; today, all large scale ex~rirnental systems are designed to generate
electricity.
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ENERGY STORAGE
'uu: OOAfriTtTV STORED no' BTU )
Sowr(;1! ~ Tha~. fl , ,I , Ph,1'l1...nd Stuw~ of tn,NASA ·l.""1l R.Lf,.rChClllt.,
Wl"'c!~~"tv "0'1"'''. ~ASA, TM ;1( -71101 .1915.
FIGURE 28. FUEL STORAGE
INVESTMENT (1972 BASIS)
ENERGY DENSITY OF REPRESENTATIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS
Mlans of Storage Storage Energy DansityConditions Btufft3
MechlnlCllI
Flywheel
Optimized Stee'Pumped Stor'lIe
100 It h..d
<43,000
Thermel 14
Hot Rocks/Metel
60'500° F
Molten Salts 8,000·12,000
Steam 60·500° F 10000·2000015 psi 212 0 F 40120 psi 347° F 340
Water 500 psi 467
0 F 1,27015 psi 212~ F 9,000l30 psi 3470 F 16,000500 psi 467 0 F 21,000Chemical
Hydrogen
-
• Gas 15 psi 60° F 2801,000 psi 0
• liquid 60 F 18,500
• Hydride IMg2Ni or FeTII
16 pli
-4250 F 200,000
Ammo~la 250,000
Methanol 340,000
Gesolinl 430.000
e.nerll1 830 .000
10.000-80,000
--
FIGURE 29.
'FI GURE 30. CHARACTERISTICS OF ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY
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During the period from 1935 to 1955, a large number of experimental
wind-powered generators were con8tructed~ most were loca ted in Europe.
The United States had a Smith-Putman unit at Grandpa's knob, Vermont; in
1941, it fed wind generated power synchronously into a utility power grid.
It was rated at 1250 kw in a JO-mi1e per hour wind, and was operated for
1100 hours over a 4 1/2-year period.
Generally, there are many types o f wind turbines, but they all fall
into two basic concepts: The horizontal axis design and the vertical axis
design. The horizontal axis design requires some means of keeping the axie
oriented into the wind (the vertical axis is omni-directional). One type
of wind turbine is two-bladed, constant~ 40 rpm with a 125-foot diame ter
rotor located downwind of the wind tnwer. The rotor drives a lOO-kw
synchronous alternator through a step-up gear box. The drive train and
rotor are located in a Nacelle with the center-line 100 feet above the
ground. The Nacell sits on top of a 4-legged steel truss tower. The wind
direction is sensed by the wind vane on top of the Nacelle, and 1s used as
a signal for yaw control for keeping the wind turbi.ne aligned in the
direc tion of the wind; schemes are shown in Figu r ..• 3l.
GeotheL~l Energy possibilities are discussed in Figure 32.
THE ORIGIN OF TECHNOLOGY'S IMBALANCE
The technologist proceeds to build on the strength of the mathema-
tical and physical models of the Mathemv tician, the Physicist, and t he
Chemist; f or these scientists, t he natural order of t he Universe is the
model. However, t he model for the technologist comprises the materials
and processes to build and make the mrdel work- the technology of metal-
lurgy; the heat of combustion; the sustainable pressures- profit is the
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mine disasters. The
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would like to get so
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which is one of 1 e
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The Energy De
minions OJ years ago, out erOSIOn
from the Appalachian Mountains
gradually covered the granite with
sediment.
Because the granite is insulated
by these layers of sedimentary rock,
Costain theorized that the granite'S
beat had been preserved under-
ground. It had been trapped in the
subterranean water and could be
recovered by bringing up the water.
This still left a problem - how to
find granite formations that lie a
mile beneath the surface of the
coastal plain. Costain tried to do so
by analyzing distortions in the
earth's magnetic and gravitational
fields, relying on the fact that gran-
ite has more iron and is less dense
than surrounding rocks.
After Costain pointed out some
likely areas for underground gran-
ite, Energy Department researchers
last year drilled 48 shallow wells,
each 1,000feet deep, along the coast
between New Jersey and North Ca-
rolina. They were looking for hot
spots underground, and Crisfield
proved to be one of the hottest.
Soin May the department's oilmen
showed up in Crisfield with a 112-
foot drilling rig borrowed from the
Department of Labor, which keeps
one on band in case of underground
logic standards (the Rockies were
formed 8 mere 70 million years ago).
The West has obvious resources like
geysers, where water is heated by
molten rock underground, and the
Energy Department has an exten-
sive geothermal program out there.
The East's older rock formations
have cooled down , so the region
generally lacks the volcanic activity
and land movement that generate
heat. There are a few hot springs,
but until recently no one seriously
considered finding much available
energy.
New theory for the East
But then John Costain came up
with a theory. Together with col-
leagues at Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, Costain noticed that gran-
ite formations in the Appalachian
foothills contain abnormally large
amounts of radioactive elements
such as uranium and thorium,
which give off heat as they slowly
decay. This explained the heat
source for the few hot springs in the
Appalachians.
Costain reasoned that similar
heat-producing granite formations
extend underneath the Atlantic
coastal plain. These formations were
on the Earth's surface hundreds of
.. -
~eothermal E ergy Fo
n Eastern Sh re f Md.
By John Tierney
WashingTon ST~r Slaff Writer
CRISFIELD, Md. - A phenomen on
called ~eOlhermal energy has finally
made Us formal debut on the E' I
Coast. It had been around ftun b or cen-ies, ut not until this summer did
anyone bother extracting it from theground.
th ~t fk t surfaced on the Outskirts of
I .IS stern Shore town. in a field
atln g between a tiny airport and an
dr:ndoned farm. Here, several hun.
d yards from the Chesapeake
Bay, a team of oilmen hired by theU.~. .Department of Energy be an
drilling a wildcat well two mo~ths
ago.
The drillers were looking for hot
Water, and they found it 4 000 f
underground, It Was neither e::~bundantn.oraShotassci en ti h ,l
oped, but If ... ~ . -
~
II-~
rmal Drilling Strikes Hot Water on
ve long known about
ou rces in the West,
e ly young by geo-
healed wit h hot water from under-
g d, lind northern California
ates electricity from its abun-
ant reserves of steam trapped
below the earth 's surface.
S I geother mal energy does not
come easil y or cheaply in most
p a es, including Crisfield. When
th $l-million drilling project began
here, researchers hoped to find 160-
degree water. They speculated that it
might heat two schools and a nospi-
tal. r perhaps be used to process
froze n onion rings and sweet pota-
oes at the Mrs. Paul's plant in town.
Wh en they began extracting
wate r from this well, the drillers dis-
covered that the water was not flow:
in g as rapidly as they had hoped.
And the temperature was just 133de-
grees - probably high enough to be
se ul in some buildings, but only in
onjunction with conventional heat-
ing equipment .
. Nevertheless, the researchers still
call the experiment a success . It's
he first proof that the East has sub-
stant ia l geothermal resources - a
notion that didn't occur to anyone
five rears
FIGURE 32. GEOTHERMAL ENERGY POSSIBILITIES
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motive, there is little concern about the natural order of the universe-
nor how the use of materials impact on this natural order. The
consequence is that as technological skills are perfected, the models may
become more high speed vehicles to use more sophisticated forms of energy.
Technology's purpose seems questionable; it feeds upon its own expertise-
designing and building those artifacts where and when the "know-how"
becomes available.
As a point in fact, one might look at the constant energy requirement~
of vehicles, or to the bUilding and improvemtnt of chemical plants:
(1) More accirra t a.' temperatur.e -t egul a t dn:s for chemical plants are
required as they get more complicated;
(2) More sophisticated automatic machine tools are required to
control the product quality by eliminating human factors and there-
by increasing the product's quantity;
or (3) more accurate and faster response servo-systems are needed
for high-speed air craft guns
or (4) more powerful electronic amplifiers are needed for expanding
radio communications.
Like other technological requiremtnts, the above may seemingly have
no connections, but they are all related to the feed back control and
compensation theories developed in the technological design of radio
amplifiers. Each technological step requires more technological developmer
THE STOCKPILING OF WEAPONS OF TECHNOLOGY
In terms of stockpiling artifacts of technology, one may look at the
1950's as the age when the technological race began as an end unto itself.
When Hahn and Strassman proved in 1939 that neutrons could split the nucle
of uranium. and Fermi, Heifner, and others demonstrated through Relativity
and Quantum Mechanics the possibility of fission- technology began its
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orbit, and the energy of its spin continues today. In 1945, with the
explosion of the atomic bomb, the production of technology's most sophis-
ticated fuel began - Uranium-235 (U235)_ and the vehicles of this energy
form continues full speed ahead in the 1970's.
Our technological development in weaponry, in high speed transportatio
systems; and in mass communications systems all began after World War II.
Throughout World War LI , cities were compact, mass t r ans i t service was so
widespread that 85% of the travelling public used public transportat ion,
walked, or bicycled. According to Stewart Udall, et al., in Energy
Balloon
"In 1945, this country had a balanced transportation systemS it
had the best and most varied urban transit systemf and perhaps
the finest overall railroad services in the world. Then they
began to die, the automobile is now the major carrier of people-
85% of the traffic. I'
After World War II and the Atomic Bomb, those scientists who partici-
pated in this high speed energy form were keenly interested in fulfilling
pre-war dreams of space flight- particularly the Germans. Rocket soci.eties
began in the 1920's in the U.S.S.R. and Germany; the American Interplanetar
Society was the American Rocket Society. However, World War II closed
rocket societ,es in all nations except Germany. The V-2 rocket produced
by Werner Von Braun's group was a step forward for rocket technology. It
was now necessary only to reach velocities necessary to achieve space
f l i gh t . The International Astronautical Federation was formed by SocietieE
in the 1950's, and t~e idea prevailed that the technology was at hand to
build rocket-powered launch vehicles and space craft that could survive
the atmosphere.
Opportunities for advancing the idea of space flight came in the
establishment of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) , the program of
international cooperation among technologists. scientists, and geophyscists
In July 1955. the United States established the earth satellite pro-
gram- selecting the VA1~CUARD with 3-stage launch vehicle capable of placing
a 21.5 pound instrumented satellite in orbit. The Soviet SPUTNIK program
had developed much larger Interconti.nental Ballistic Mi.ssiles (ICBM)
capable oE carrying nuclear fission warheads. The United States' Defense
Department rejected the idea as having neither scientific nor military
value.
The launching of the Soviet's SPUTNIK I in 1957 marked the beginning
of technology's unrelenting quest for faster. more power fu l vehicles that
require larger and larger energy supplies with each pound of power, and
each mile of speed. Thus. in post war America. technology hecame Holy Writ
no problem became so complex it wouldn't he solved by more ingenuous
technology. The all-pervasive thought seemed to be "Today's Wonderful,
Tomorrow Even Better". The United States finally launched the Army's
JUPITER C Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (IRBM), and it was capable
of travelling 1500 miles; this grew out of theU. S.'s Satellite program
of 1958.
If one takes a look at the increasing use and production of energy
resources, and the increasing technological developments taking place at
the same time- the correlation between technology's continuing innovation
and the increase in fuel consumption i s clearly evident.
The technology of the 1950's was an achievement in metallurgy- the
handling of temperature~ and pressures associated with thermal efficiencies
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the special high temperature alloys required to pro tect structures and
boilers- alloys made of nickel, chromium, molybedum, manganese- added to
s teel- this caused res is t ance to COT ,' os i on and creup , In the same manner.
expensive hydrogen at 10,000 lbs. of pressure must be added to coal to make
gasoline; alloys are 25% to 50% more expensive ttian non-ferrous metals,
and there is a problem of supply; Figures 33-36 shows Prices, Supply & DemaJ d.
Tn 1950, twenty times more fuel was consumed t~an in the 40 previou:i
ye a r s . The following are t he technological brain-child of the d i fferent
de ca de s since World War II:
1950
V-2 Rocket
Solid-fuel ballistic missiles
JUPITER- 44-ft. high. 120 f t . in diameter, and weighing 80 tons-
requiring a submarine of 8.000 to 9,000 tonB to carry 4.
POLII.RIS
SPUTNIK
SEAW01,F) Nuclear-powered submarines
NII.UTILUS )
SATELLITES
1960
Moon Walk
Automobiles (Energy's greatest user- requiring 1.23 x 10 8 BTU JURt
to manufacture one)
1900 - 8,000 cers
1927 - 20 million cars
1950 - 32.5 million cars
1970 - 110 million cars
Nuclear Energy - U235 - Plutonium- Thor ium
BREEDER REACTORS
1970
ENTERPRISE )
TRIDENT ) Nuclear-Powered Submarines
I
In direct relation to the above~ Tables 3 through 7 shows energy
production and consumption nationwide between 1925 and 1967, reserves
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TABLE 3
Et\ERGY PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION , BY ~l f\JOR REGIONS, 1925 AND 1%7
(A ll datu "0,1''' (in c':Jol ,.qlm tll!·!~".
Product ion Co nsu lIIl'l io n It ll l. ' '' .
Million Percent :-'11lhon Percent pr odu, I"n I ;
H.e!pon mel . rons o r world 1Il~ 1. tll n~ 01 world l·tJ U-. ~: Illpi t· ,r.
/')25
\"o rt" \merkl . 779.0 49.7% 7411.9 50.4'/0 1.0';
1.)[ which: United Slates . 765 .l) 48 .3 717 .7 48.3 1,')7
\\'c~I~r ll 1: l . In p~ 532.4 34 .0 517 .0 34 .8 1' ))
OI.·c.m:J . 16.0 1.0 15.6 \.1 1.0 )
L' S.S.R . .i Comrn. E. Europe 92 .1 5.9 80 .5 5.4 !ol S
i,;.S,S.!C 27.\J \.7 25.3 1.7 1 07
Cumm . E. Lurope 65.1 4.2 55 .1 3.7 1. l ll
CNJL;Hun i ~ t A.1J . 22.6 1.4 23.7 1.6 ·.} .{J5
Luin America 39.9 2.5 24. 7 17 1.6 2
r.,ribbcan. 33.9 2.2 11.4 0.8 1.9 X
O:hcr L.uin America 6.0 0.4 13.3 0.9 GAS
Asia 7 \.1 4.5 60.3 4. 1 1.11l
~I idd le Ea~t . 7.7 0.5 2.3 0.2 3.32 IJapan 32 .9 2.1 30.5 2.1 1.0 <:;O ther Asia 305 1.9 27.5 1.9 1.11Afnca . 13:6 0.9 13.9 0.9 O.9lSNorth Afri ca 0. 3 3.0 0.2 0.10
Ocher Africa 13.3 0.8 10.9 0.7 l.22
WORLDJ. 1.566 .6 100 .0 1,484.5 100.0 1.06
1967
North America . 2,114 34.4 ';f 2 ,230 37.9 % 0.95
oi which: United States . 1,947 31.7 2.055 34.9 0.95
Western Europe 540 S.8 1,168 19.8 0.46
Oceuma . 46 0.7 67 I.l 0.69
U.S .S.R . & Comm. E. Europe 1,489 24.2 1,376 23.4 1.08
li .S.S.R. 1,12..\ 18.3 989 16.8 1.14
Cormn, E. Europe . 365 5.9 387 6.6 0.94
Communist Asia . 255 4.\ 255 4.3 1.00
Latin America 45\ 7.3 214 3.8 2.01
Caribbean. 383 6.2 126 2.1 3.04
Other Larin America 611 1.1 'JK 1.7 0.69
Asia 966 15.7 471 8 .0 1.05
~1iddle Ea-t . 764 [1.4 68 1.2 11.24
Japan 61 I 0 249 4.2 0.24
Other ASia 1-11 2.3 154 2.6 1).92
Afri ca . 2114 4.6 97 1.6 2.93
Sortlt Afnca 200 J .3 20 0.3 10.00
Other Africa fl4 I I . 1 77 1.3 1.09
WORLD:l 6 .145 WO.L! 5,83S 100 .0 1.04
aWorld production totals d ifter somewhat frum world consumption totals because ( I) hunkers arc included in production and ex-
cluded from consumpuon (whi ch refers 10 inland consum pu o u) : .1I1d ( 2) because 01 unexpla ined starisncat discrepancies. J S discussed in
Part Four of Ihi" volume .
Source : Data (or 1925 from Part Three, r.Jbks X and XIV ; da tu I'o r 11.)67 .irc estima tes, derived fro m United Nation". Suuistical Year-
book, 1968 (New York , 196 't l .
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rTABlJ~ <).
WORLD ENERGY CONSUMPTION. HY SOUKCE, SELECTED YEARS. J925 -1968
1925 193M 1950 1955 1960 1965 1967 1968
Mlllion metric tons coal cqui~Qkllt
Solid fuels · . . . . , 1.230.0 1,291.8 l.S93 .2 1.8 \6.6 1,99'1.5 2.290.8 2,209 2,315
Liquid fuel; · ... . 196.7 375.8 722.2 1.091 .7 1,499 .0 2.159.1 2.4119 2.702
Natural gas .. . . . . 47.9 99.7 252 .1 389.6 612.6 912.1 1,064 1,157
Hydroelectricity . . . 9.8 22.8 43.4 59.2 80.0 1\2.6 126 132
Total · ... .. . 1,484.5 1.790.1 2.610.9 3,35R.2 4.196.1 5,474.6 5,R38 6.306
Percentage distribution
Solid fuels · ..... 82.9% 72 .2'lo 61.0% 54.1% 47 .0'1:) 4 \. 8';), 37Y~ 36.7%
Liquid fuels · . . . . D.3 21.0 27.7 32.5 35.7 39,4 42.3 ·-12.8
Natural p.s ...... 3.2 5.6 9.7 J 1.6 14.6 16.7 18.1 18.3
Hydroelectricity. . . 0.7 \.3 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.1
Total · . . . .. . 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Average annual percentage rates of change
1925-50 1950-65 1965-68 1925-65 1925-68
Solid fuels · . .. .. 10% 2.5% 0.4% 1..3% 1.5%
Liquid fuels · .... 5.3 7.6 7.8 6.2 6.3
Natural gas . . . , .. 6.9 9.0 8.3 ],6 7.i
Hydroelectricity ... 6.0 6.6 5.4 6.3 6.2
Total · ... .. . 2.3 5.1 4.g 3.3 3.<1
Note : As explained in the Introduction (see "age 3), the nuclear contributton to lo tal energy is excluded from the statistics except
in the case of projections (tables 18- 20). The nuclear portion amounted tv 6 million coal equivalent tons in 1968. >0 fila! its inclusion
above would increase world energy consumption to 6.312 million metric Ions-thaI is. by less than 0 .1 percent.
Source: For 1925-65 data. see Part Two.Profile No. 2: 1967 and 1968 figures as described in table I.
--
TABLE 5.
PROJECTED SHARES or THE DIFFERENT ENERGY SOURCES IN REGIONAL ENERGY
CONSUMPTION, 1965- 1980
Solid fuels Liqu id fuels Natural gas
Hydro-
ele ctric ity Nuclear
1965 198 0 1965 1980 1965 1980 1965 1980 1965 1980
Percent of each region's 1010/ energy consumption
United Stat es . . . , . .
:::anada . . . . ..
Western Euro pe . . ' " .
Japan. . . . .. . .
\1iddle Eas t . •. .. . .
J thcr Asia, .. . . .. . .
Oceania . . . . . . .. . .
Caribbean . .
Other Latin Ame rica .. . . ,
North Africa . . . . . . .
Other i\ fr ica " . . .
U.S.S.R. . . .. . .
Communis t Eastern Europe . .
Com munist Asia . " .. ..
WOR LD . .... .. .• . "
23.7%
15.5
49.3
36. 9
12.8 3
58. 1
55.0 '
4.4
7.5
5.7
72.2
4 9.8
8 2.8
94 .9
43.2
20.9%
10 .--2
\8. \
12. 7
8.03
55.5
38.0
2.8
6.3
2.0
5RJ)
33.3
61. 9
90 .5
32 ,3
40.4%
41:5
44 .3
56.5
74.l!
34 .8
41.5
69.2
74.3
83.2
25.9
28.7
9.9
4.4
36.7
3R.9%
43.9
61.2
80.5
75 .9
34.7
44.3
65 .1
68.2
68.6
33.\
30, I
25.0
9.0
41.3
34 .5%
27.2
2.7
1.5
11.6
4.8
24 .5
12.7
8.5
0.2
20.3
0.9
17.8
34 .7%
35.7
13 .5
2.0
14.4
6.3
13.2
29 .8
17.7
25.0
6.0
34 .6
12.0
22.2
1.4%
9.8
3.5
5.1
0.8
2.3
3.5
1.9
5.5
2.6
1.7
1.2
0.4
0.7
2.2
1.4%
8.2
3.0 0.2';(
2.5
1.7
3.0
3.9
2.3
7.5
4.4
2.9
1.7 n.a.
004
0.5
2.1 0 .1
4.1 %
2.0
4.2
2.4
0.5
0 .6
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.1
2.1
236
157
3
2
237
158
WORLD (million met ric ton s):
Coal equivalent .. 2.261 3,61 5 1,921 4,622 933 2,485 113
Oil equivalent 1.508 2,4 10 1,281 3,082 622 1,657 75
- -J ~---- . - - - -.. . - --- - - - - - - - - -
The solid fuel s entry for the Midl'!W.Easl arises largely from coal output and usc in Turkey and Iran .
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TABLE 6. Comparison of mid-1974 reserve e s tirna to s for oil and na tu r a I-
gas liquids; reprinted with permission from the Mobil Oil Com-
pany and the U. S. Geological Su r vey,
Recove ra bl e but a s yet un- Recove ra.b l e but as yd undi s-
discove red oil and ria tu ra1- covered natura'-fas r e s e r v e s
gas liquids, 109 bbl ill the U.S., 101 SCF
Mobil Oil Co. Mobil Oil Co.
Location USGS e s t i rna te s e s t irna te s USGS estimates estimates
On-Shore \
Alaska 25 to 50 21 105 to 210 104
Lower 48 States 110 to 220 13 500 to 1,000 65
Subtotal 135t0270 34 605 to 1,210 1 69
-------- ------------ ------------ -- - ... ----------- --------------- -------------
Off-Shore
Atlantic . 10 to 20 6 55 to 110 31
Alaska 30 to 60 20 170 to 340 105
Gulf of Mexico 20 to 40 14 160 to 320 69
Pacific Coast 5 to 10 14 10 to 20 69
Subtotal 64 to 130 54 395 to 790 274
-
-------------------- ------------ -- ... ------------
---- -- --- -- -_ .. -
---- -----_.. -~
Total U. S. re -
coverable but
as yet und i s cov-
e r ed reserve
estimates 200 to 400 8H t , 000 to 2, 000 44 J
...
-
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TABLE 7
Economic activity, employment, and energy lise by industry sector
in the United Stutes in 19i2 in' ascending order of vAlE
Descriotion ofsector
Villu" Primary
added energy use
(Sh'r) · (10 " BIllI)'r)
Employment VAIL
u o: persons] (Sl.vr/el1lp loy el?)
Ell.
V4 /r: (mil/ ion BiU/
(Slm illion OW) yrlcntplovee]
I
,
I. V..rtc r lrallS p,l([ at lllll
"2. Clh.~;niL·:,1 p ~ ,-ldu~' c~ --- ...-.
('1."'1111,:,1and Icrrilizcr mining
.I PillIl;,ry ".Ill .1IIJ , h:d manufacturing
5 . Nontcrrous Ilh ." l al orcs ,ninin~
6. I' il'dlll" trunsportaucn
7. Paper prod lIC!S
8. Petroleum relinin~
9 .1ir rr 'lOsporr ',riqo
1.900
/ ,,442
2.45
- - "2.61
2,65
2.72
3.03
3.10
3.38
3.43
__ _ _ 3.51
3.63
3.75
3.89
4.06
4. 13
4.44
5.6 1
5.67
5.97
6.1 1
7.03
8.32
8 .34
10.29
11.00
.,,6 14
.~
6.56 /
10, 250
4 .391l
2, 9MI
11,412
3,800
11.394
4.74~__.
17,203
3,660
2,600
6,429
5.300
2,769
2.000
1,893
1,649
' 1 , 6 ,) ~
3,1l 72
1,15 2
3,502
1,129
766
- --- - _. _ --
Automobile rcpans and se rvice 4.16\ 368 557 7,4 10 11.31 66125.
12J 8,440 11.4t 74026. TC~l1l" goods and 11001 covering» I.O'll! 91
27. Railr oad servi ces H.46 2 676 571 14.820 12.52 1,184
Industrial leather pr od ucts 236 1M 26 9,080 13.11 69228.
9,740 13.69 71129. \lolor Irci~hl u anspor rat icn 1\,693 !l54 1,201
7.650 14.02 5463D. LIvestock products M.n5 623 \ , 14 2
6,960 14.02 49731- Fiber, yarn . uud thread nulls 4, 0 .17 211fi 580
11,390 15.00 7 5932. f ood produ ct s 19,777 1319 1.73 7
8,950 \5.99 56033. Lumber, wood products 5.308 332 593
Rubber and plavti ..· products 6 .512 391 620 10,500 16.65- 63134.
35. Medical and educe tional services and
5.200 17.35 300nonprofit organizations 35.27R 20 )) 6.785
3. 153 8.590 17.85 48136. New construcuon 27,Ofl9 1518
Paperboard containers ~,O22 102 225 &.990 19.82 45337.
38. Hotels and personal se rvices (c .g.. laundry.
5.1 00 20.30 25\beaut}' and barber shops, funeral servrccs) 12.872 634 2.526
39. Service industry macluncs (c.g., vending,
9,510 :W.90 458laundry, Car Wash) 1,4114 71 155
40 . AFh:uitural products (\:.~.• wheal. rice) 14.958 681 1.392 7,910 21.77 363
13,010 21.78 59741. Metal contuincrs t.unz 46 77
42. \liscclbneous mcnufacturing (e.g.. jewelry.
~2 . 73 341to) s, pens. musical instrumcn ts, "i l!n~) 3,227 142 417 7 ,740
",-..
43. Fabricated metal products (general,
hardware) 3.616 124 329 10,990 29.16 377
44 . Household appliances 1,595 68 199 8,020 23.46 342
45. Drugs, dean in;.: , touet preparations 4,221 174 263 \6,050 24.26 662
• I" 1958 dollars.
r-,) TABLE 7 (continued)N
r-,) Economic activity, employment, ami energy lise by industry sector
in the United States in 1972 in ascending order of VA /E
Value Primary E/l.
added 1'11("1(}' use Employment VA /I. VA/E (m illion Bud
Description of sector (S/-"r) • (J()" IJI/J./yr) ( I 0' persons} (S/yr /emp/ayee) IS/milliall Btu) y r !<:m / J/v y eej
. ._--_._-
46 . PJtnt products 815 ''? 68 <2,130 25 ,7R ~ 71~~
4" . Ilea [ing cquiprnen t, plum bing fix tures,
stru c tural mct al prod ucts 3,9 32 152 519 7,580 25.S 7 293
48. Funn marh iner y 1,4S0 57 125 I Ul40 15 .96 456
49. \\ liolcsale anJ retail trade 133,299 4759 17,511 7,6\0 28.0 I 272
50. [lll!m,' am! turbine manufacturing 1,2 07 43 J09 11.070 28.07 395
51. ~lisccll.Jnc()us electrical macluncry,
equipm ent and supplies 1.071 . 38 131 ~ ,180 28.18 290
52. Screw machine products, stampings 3,616 124 329 10,990 19.16 377
53. Con strucncn, nuuing. nil ticld machinery 1,200 75 200 J 1,000 29.33 375
, , l·.kClr kJI transmiss ion ~IIl J distribution.~.
"4 uiprncn t 3,704 125 387 9.570 29 .6 3 323
55. Eh;,·trom.: cornponen Is 2.972 97 323 9.2 00 :W:64 300
56. Household furu i ttl Fe 1,1 0 7 67 373 5,650 31 .45 ISO
57 \JoI<>r vclnclcs \ 2.479 '393 864 H,4~O 3 1.75 45 5
58. Electric lLl;hting and wiring equipment \.573 49 222 7.090 32.10 221
59. Radio JmJ TV brOJd':Jsling 1,629 49 132 12,.140 33.:4 37J
60. Fcdc ral ~ovcrnmen t en lc'rprixes 5,6.13 J67 691 S. J50 33 .73 24 2
61. GCIl~r;:J ind ustr y ruachmcrv (c.g.,
turnJC~S, pum ps, bCJ rtn~s) J ,OJ:; 89 252 12,040 34 .08 353
62. Other trunsporr.iuon equipment (c.g.,
ship-. space vehicles) 2.677 i f, 495 5.410 35.22 154
6.1. Other furn iture JoJ t'ivtur cs 1,IlS5 32 126 ':1,4 10 37.03 254
64. ~lhcdbm""Ll' fJ br rcutcu tc'\ tile pr oducr-, 1,053 ~:-; 178 5,920 37.61 1.57
1.40
1.20 f---.------.---...----.----t-~
-
I>
.
•..~'
........
.. _~t11'
~.R
•
a
•,
••
'l
I---+---··:---~--I
• ..... \0411
':ol -~ "" _~~ ' ••••~ ~ J
... •....,""- ..L
.- .",. _..,\. .
, ~
-....
• R •• • U Relative wholesale price index
- Relative consumer price index
0.8 ~--+_--_+-----!f__--+--_t-_;
1.0
I ••; ~.
1.10 ~••-_4:----+_--_1_-- _l:..-- - +_--l
1.30 !--_-'--__--l ---L.._ _ ---''-- t-_-i
0.0
1947 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1973 Jan.1973
Sources: Ratio of wholesale price index for fuel and utilities to wholesale price index
for all industrials : Bureau of labor Statistics; Data Resources Incorporated.
Ratio of composite consumer price index for selected energy items to overall con-
sumer price index: Bureau of Labor Statistics (unpub lished series); Data Re-
sources Incorporated .
FIGu"7-:: 33. RELATIVE ENERGY PRICES (1967 1.0)
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Source: .U.S. Congress. Joint cornmtttee on Atomic Energy, Understanding the
"Netions! Energy Dilemma" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing OHice,
1973), foldout "L."
FIGURE ]/{.
U.S. ENERGY GAP PROJECTED TO 1985, BASED ON SUPPLY AND
.~ EMAND TRENDS PRIOR TO OIL BOYCOTT
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FIGURE 35.
.. --.., -
ENERGY USE AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF GROSS
DOMESTIC PRODUCT, PER CAPITA, SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1970
United Slales $4,734 •
300 319 miuto»etu«>
Energy consumption per capita (million BTUs) I ICanada $3,676 •
240. 26Dmillion BTUs -
'I. ~ ,
180 Sweden ,< $4,055~
181 million BTUs
• United Kingdom $2,128 • I I
154 million 8TUs .West • Germany
$3,034 146"(i1/iOn BTUs
120
,~I t:.",
.,<'
• .Frence $2,901
'" 1D9mi llion STUs
I '
South Africa $864. ; Japan $1,91192 million 8TUs
79 million e TUs
.
60
-
.: , .'
.
.
.' .'
,
, Spain $964. , ... -c•
43 milJion srus
I j ."
Mexico $668 •
30 34 mil/Ion BTUs
.
.: c,
r' .
. ,
.
- I';24 '." .
r
' . Porlugai $653 '<
,
'"
20 mlIHon BTUs -" .18
I''':·'. .... .
~
I' '" I;' .!<., "
.- -
-<:
~ -
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" . or :,;.
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A. -
Guatemala $363 ;><
.. 7 million 8TUs Gros.sdomestic product per capita (dollars)6 I I
200 400 600 800 1,000 2 ,000 3,000 4,000
Source: U.S, Bureau of the Census, Sla tistical Absfract of the United Stales, 1972
(Washinglon , D,C.: U.S, Government Printing Office, 1972). tables 1329, 1333.
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rFIGUR"'.: 36.
POSSIBLE PATIERN OF U.S. ENERGY SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN 1985
TO HOLD IMPORTS TO 10 PERCENT OF TOTAL USE (quadrillion 8TUs)
DEMAND
Residential and ccrnmerctaie
Industriala
Transportatlone
Electric utilities
Nonenergy uses (e.g.• plastics)
Synthetic fuel production
TOTAL
- - ----
1972 1,985
13.5 15.5
17.5 23.5
18.0 25.0
18.5 31.0
4.5 8.0
ao
72.0 105.0
23.0 28.5
2.0
22.5 26.5
1.5
12.0 21.5
0.5 10.0
3.0 5.0
61.0 95.0
10.0 6.5
1.0 1.5
11.0 10.0
72.0 105.0
TOTAL SUPPLY, DOMESTIC
PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
Oil
Convenlionalb
Synthetic
Gas
Conventfonal
Synthetic
Coale
Nuclear
Hydroelectric. geothermal, solar
TOTAL
IMPORTS
Oil
Gas
TOTAL
Note: One quadrillion British thennal units (BTUs) equals the amount of energy pro-
duced by 172 million barrels ot oil. 1 trillion cubic feet of naturat gas. or 41.6 mil-
lion tons of coal.
aExcJudeselectriclty.
blncludes natural gas liqu ids.
cOireCIuse plus energy for synthetic fuel production.
Sources: Data for 1972: Dala Resources Incorporated Energy Databank; U.S. Depart -
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, March 13, 1974, news release.
Data for 1985: A. H. Packer. S. Park. and W. Flaherty. "The Cost of Self -suffi -
ciency," CEO slaff paper (available upon request) .
available, and the economic activity and energy use sector.
THE TECHNOLOGI CAL GAP
There is a recogn ized technologi.cal gap between the developed nations
and the developing nations; additionally. there is a lag between developed
countries in certain areas of technology. Technologically, the United
States falls behind other countries in certain industries:
West Germany leads in chemical industry.
Great Britian leads in Vertical Take-O Ef and Landing Systems (VTOLS)-
Airplanes
France leads in construction technology.
Sweden excels in long-line electrical engineering.
Japan excels in manufacture, mo torcycles. cameras. and ship building.
The United States creates mhst::of the leading technology in the computer
field, in military electronics, in space t e chno l ogy , and in nuclear technol
ogy. Additionally, the United States commits more of its resources to
research than western Europe. There is no gap in theoretical technology,
but there is a gap between applied and commercial distribution. The
American industry excels in fast application- it has the ability to move
a scientific discovery from the laboratory through the development states
and onto the market jlace in a short period of time.
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TECHNOLOGY, MILITARY PROBLEMS, AND MARINE AFFAIRS
As each milestone in ocean techniques are uncovered, new ones must
develop; let us take SOSUS (Sound Surveillance Systems) for instance- at
the inception of this program in 1957, noise levels were analyzed by hand-
this was gradually superseded by computer analysis (the computer had been
built) to sort out submari.ne noise from the background noise of 3000 ships
on the Atlantic Ocean at any given moment. In the 1960's, new sounds
appeared at any given moment; these came from oil exploration vessels
operating on the outer continental shelf with subbottom profiling apparatus
air guns, propane-oxygen flexible wall explosive devices, pneumatic implod-
ers, hydrophones on long cables anchored on the sea floor, magnetometers
for dettcting archeological artifacts. The navy needed information as to
place and time of surveys, as well as the tppe of sound sources~ but this
was proprietary technology- available only to the companies controlling the
technology such as to allow for tee highest bidder of an offshore oil and
gas lease.
The Navy found it necessary to expand its technological know how to
new signal processing methods of identifying and pinpointing new sound
sources- each technological step requires added technology to keep ahead;
the impact on national and international affairs is inescapable.
MARINE T~SPORTATION
As a result of the "technology of scale tl (bigger and better), and the
continued dependence of the United States on oil imports- the oceans and
seas have become further impacted with the huge vessels of transport and
the hugh oil-carrying tankers. Additionally, this has necessitated the
building of superports- terminals designed to service the huge vessels
which have been built since the end of World War II, and used pr.imarily to
carry petroleum products.
Since World War II, deadweight (dwt) of the largest tanker afloat has
increased IO-fold every 20 years, and its draft has almost doubled in the
process. Ten years ago, 100,000 dwt was the largtst vessels anywhere in
the world- today there are more than 200 tankers over 200,000 dwt, and
vessels of 500,000 dwt are being built with an anticipation of a million dw
for the future. These larger vessels require greater depths of water than
the smaller vessels; 75 feet of water us required for 250,000 dwt, and
90 ft. for 326,000 dwt. In the 1970's, the U. S. Coastal ports had
channel depths limiting tankers to size of 65,000 to 85,000 dwt- the decpes
channel depth for harbors on the U. S. Atlantic and Gulf Coast was 45 feet;
in Los Angeles and Long Beach on the Pacific Coast the depte was 51 feet.
The alternate idea to deep water terminals has been a suggestion to con~
struct off-shore deep water terminals. However, no matter what is provided
there is the necessity for some constructj~g and installation on the ocean
to provide a terminal which is connected tr the shores by pipelines or by
feeder ships.
The oceans have also'been suggested as a potential site for offshore
airports because of the congestion in air travel- greater energy, uses means
more leisure times- which means greater necessity for quick transport to
vacation spots.
FISHERY TECHNOLOGY
The 200- mile fishing limit which has been imposed by many nations,
including the United States, has impacted on the size and nature of vessels
and instruments, and the methods of fishing. More sophistl-cated and faster
methods of securing and marketing fishery resources is a continuing quest
of the fishermen- from fish processing- to freezers- to meal and oil plants
from fish finding and navigation equipment- to echo sounders- to sonar; fro
propulsion vessels- to trawlers of 4,000 gross registered tons (grt)- to
pump fishing; each of these has a major impact on the oceans and marine
affairs.
Inasmuch as the Coast Guard is gi~en the responsibility to monitor and
regulate the vessels of the 200-mile limit. the Coast Guard lik~ the Navy
has had to exjand its technological know-how. The Coast Guard has estab-
lished Vessel Tmaffic Services (VTS) requirements for some congested ports
and marine traffic areas; it has constructed new LORAN-C stations for
expanding services to the West Coast; it has cosntructed new endurance
cutters, and purchased shortqrange recovery Helicopters. The flexibility
and responsiveness of the Coast Guard's multi-mission facilities and
personnel has left the service short-handed at the time of need to do more
in the marine environment and toward controlling inflation.
COMMUNICATIONS
Any stepped-up requiremtnts in Weapons. Vessel Size and design :increas s
the requirement for monitoring devices to assure use and safeey of tech-
nology's innovations. Thus, communication methods are becoming more
sophisticated, and create their own impact on Marine Affairs- from the
Giant Satellites that occupy air space to the mrnitor~n8 hydrophones of
ocean space- global affairs are impacted. Perhaps the culmination of our
technological skills in communications will be reached when AT&T designs
the ultimate in communications instruments- AT&T visualizes an ultimate
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-communication system which will equip everyone anywhere in the world with
a two-way telephone worn as a watch to contact any other person in the world
when you can't reach the person, it is reasonable to conclude teat the persa
is dead!
Constructing facilities that impact on ocean space require domestic
legislation to determ.ne the impact on adjacent coastal states- i t requires
as well- international legislation- the 1958 Geneva Convention did not have
superports et al in mind when it drafted the law of the Sea reguiaeions.
Technology's expansion has left a basic need- the need to enhance maritime
waterways as transportation systems of equal stature with railways, highways
and airways.
TECHNOLOGY 's IMPACT ON LAND
The relationship between energy and land use patterns is as impor tant
as the use of energy in individual (vehicles) structures. Unfortunately, it
is often overlooked. Because of the patterns of urban development that have
oeveloped over past years, a built-in component of the demand for energy has
been created. Because of the location of particular structures housing a
number of urban ac tivities, transportation and infrastructure networks have
developed that assure a certain level of energy- preferences ... imply
particular levels of energy consumption. Because of presently rising energy
prices and future energy shortages, there will be alterations to the design
and location of buildings, etc. These will have to take account of changes
in both the price and the availability of increasingly scarce energy
supplies. No area of interest, no people anywhere in the world, nor any
activity is free of the impact of the use of energy to fuel our technologica
innovations . (Table 8).
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TABLE 3 ,
En I'D 0111' Required to Constnlct a'JPicaI SilJlt-FamiIr Routt*
BTU"er 8o.,dF...
Bo,rdFlit. $qll.reFlit. Totll Oellonl Tolel GIlkMIl
Squlle,..t, Cubic: V,rell Ne,ded TotalCo-t Needed Tot. COil
Cubic Vlrdl .ndPound. TolalBTUI P"Hou.. o 7Oc/Glllon PIlHou.. 08k/OlllOlI
lie", IndPolind. ',rHou.. ", Hou., (#2 Filii om (#2 FUll on) (Pl troleum' f"'trot,uml
..
lu be r 14,400/BF 9.nS/SF 140,760,000 1,019 $ 713.30 1,108 $ $941,80
lIlo .rtlcle Board 415/SF 1.,BOO/SF 6,142,000 45 31.50 48 40.80
4' Brick Ven••r 65,0001 SF 3eO/SF 23,400,000 170 119 .00 184 158.61
• Plywood 9,600/SF 4,288/SF 41,164,800 298 208.60 324 275.50
• Gyps um Board a,BOO/SF 6,280/SF 55,264.000 400 280.00 435 369.75
Concrel. Found.lion 2,eoo,OOO/CY 19/5F 49.400,000 358 250.60 389 330.63
COllc,el . Block Walls 38,000/CY 415/SF 15.770,000 114 79.80 124 105.40
Concrele Flat Work 2,600.000/CY 24/CY 62,..00,000 452 318.40 491 417 .36
Flat Glasa 5.241,600 38 26.80 41 34.85
Singl Glaze lS,600/SF 94/SF
Double Gie re lS,BOO/SF 12l/SF
AI\HT\lnum Siding 153,OOO/lBa aO/lBs 9,180,000 67 48.90 72 er.eo
Hardboard Siding a,320/SF 202/SF 1,276,640 9 6.30 10 8.50
lllal1l8l1on BOl rd{l ' 1,0001SF 432/SF 3.024,000 22 15.40 .. 24 28 .2'3
Gypsum Boa rd( l ) a ,BOO/SF 115/SF 1,012,000 7 4.90 8 8.80
Flberglaa(2) to,TOO/lBa 4S0/LBa 4,815.000 3S 24.50 38 32.30
foam(2) 7,900/SF 202/SF I,!j95.800 12 8 .40 13 15.29
Sllbtota' MIA N/A 420,445,840 3,046 $2,132.20 3,309 $2,825.01
Olher (Illtimate)** N/A N/" N/A 900 $ 630.00 978 831.30
Constructlon*** N/" N/A HIA 2.000 $1,400.00 2.174 $1.847.90
Grind Tollt MIA N/A MIA 5,946 $4,182.20 6,4.1 '5,504,2
( I ) Shillhing
(2) In,ulalion
'* Ttle typical ainglefamily tlouse hll t .640 sqvarll teet: the ealimales of BTUs Uled10 produce the seid amount01 building mel,ri,le doa, not inelud,lhl tranepOne'
tion01 Flw",aleria" to the f,clory aile or Ihelrenaportalion ollhe liniohedproduct10 Ihe cOII'1ruciion sile.
** Because the liS! ot ile"" il incomplele.In eslimale of 900 oallono01 #2 lueloil Ind 978 gallons ot petroleumWII used 10' IhelallowingIt""a: painl, et••, Ii..m(e).
plumbing fixlures,electric wiring, eppliances. heating. exclvelio". '0011110. tiuleand millwork. and hardware.
'!"** Inclll<lll ereellng the house plus lend development.aite imprOvement., ,treete, utiltiti.., IllIdaeaping,ate.
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-SUMMARY
If the 20th Century can properly be called tee "Era of Science ll , then
it must also be called tee era when Science's " cauldron"- Technology- gained
preeminence- for science and technology go hand-in-hand. ·Te chnol ogy applies
the principles of science- utilIzes nature's materials to develop products
for man's continued affluence and existence in this materialistic world.
Science may be described as the method by which man detennines the exttnt of
his universe, probing and unlocking unknown areas, and defining the kinds
of energy sources and processes (heat and force) that provide motion to the
Universe. It is technology, however, that utilizes this energy and the
processes involved-- without the continuing innovations and developments
related to technology, it is reasonable to assume teat there would be no
energy crisis, nor would man be expending continuing time and effort to
provide f ur t her energy resources to stem the tide of inflation. This tide
of inflation has developed as a result of the technoiogy needed tu develop
new energy forms- of technology needed to minimize the effect of technology'
use of energy- of technology needed tr n~ximize the use of new technological
concepts- of technology needed tr ease the crunch of energy used to support
t e chnol ogy .
The world faces an energy crisis at a time when the high cost of
technological development makes questionable the idea of developing as new
energy sources nature's own free and renewable energy:
Tidal Power
Solar Power
Wind Power
Water (Thermal)Power
The cost of harnessing the Tides has increased many-fold since the idea was
proposed by Dexter P. Cooper more than 40 years ago. Nevertheless, Tidal
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Power Plants have been developed on the La l~nce River, St. Malo, France,
and on Kislaya Cuba, in the White Sea area of the U.S.S.R. The United
States is presently determining the feasibility of developing a tidal power
plant in the area of Cobscook Bay- Bay of Fundy, and supplemented by a
hydroelectric plant at Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes on the Upper St. John's
River.
Long range plans have been proposed by President Carter to develop
Solar Power and other renewable sources of energy as the requirement to
satisfy future needs.
Technology has developed sophisticated weaponry of war and instrumen-
tation and vehicles necessary to walk on the moon, bu t no grand scheme is
available for harnessing renewable sources of energy without expenditures
of great capital outlays and requiring t e chn o l ogy not presently developed
in large scale measure.
Basically, technology appears to have chosen a path all its own-
neither accounting for its wastefulness, nor accountable to those who seek
to depend on its as the ultimate solution to all of society's ills.
Stewart Udall et al states in ENERGY BALLOON -
"Because we are a society that revel in the superlatives, the mos t
representative relics of our t.me will not be found in the
Smithsonian ... , it will be found in the ravaged landscapes -
the polluted waterway, the vanglorious space of ocean vehicles and
machines we've left behind.
Future generations will undoubtedly marvel at our extravagance-
taller buildings- longer and heavier autos- bigger and faster
airplanes- super tankers- super submarines- super ocean bases-
a 20th-Century America. bigger and bet ter in everything. And to
fuel this g iddy go-go philosophy of~super consumption, huge
quantities of imported and domest.cally produced energy and raw
materials were used in wanton disregard for those who follow after
us."
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The premise of this paper is toat full scale funding should be providec
immediately to the research and development of renewable energy sources to
meet the requirements of future needs for energy. If this is not done, and
if teclmology continues on its errant path of crunching massive energy
resources to sustain its existence, society may eventually exact a price.
The price may not be paid in full by the generation presently in existence,
but it may result in the return of future generations to a wilderness shorn
of its resources and plucked clean and polluted by the greed of a generatior
that lost its brakeshoes in a technological tap dance.
British 'I'her ma L Unit (BTU) -- .\mount of hea t ,"eq\11r. ~~d to taise one pound of
water 1 of.
Barrel of crude oil
Residual Oil
'rna of Coal
Cubic ~oCt of ga s
S,300...:BTU
6,100,000 BTU
22 x 106 BTU
1 ,(: '2.') ~ ~: ' [J
Uran:ium l -i.I~(~j~;\ ::<~d. in lIb. - i.": a.l I atoms dLsi.n t eg ra t .e
Building a 1970 -automobile ... 1.23 x lOB BW. To build a bicycle = 150 BTU.
Fuel consumption of a vehicle varies as the cube of its speed.
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